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Lower Quad teems with Fair-goers. File Photo

Richardson Discusses
Grant Investigation
by Robin Steckler

President William C. Richard-
son held the third and final
students' open forum of the
spring semester at the Nichols
House on Wednesday, April 17.
Richardson began the informal

gathering by explaining the pur-
pose of the forum. He said that
he wanted to provide oppor-
tunities for students to express
what was on their minds.
Richardson discussed the most

pressing issue that he is faced
with right now—the auditing of
Hopkins' government research
grants. He said that he spends
much of his time in Annapolis or
Washington meeting with
legislators to discuss the issue of
indirect costs in connection with
federal grants.

Richardson appeared confident
that the screens set up to catch un-
necessary spending of federal
dollars had been effective.
"Our basic system is very

sound," he said. "Hopkins tradi-
tionally had taken a very conser-
vative stance. We should know in
a matter of months what the
auditors have found."
Going on to cite Hopkins as the

nation's number one university
recipient of research grants, he
pointed to the benefits gained
from such a distinction. The
money is earned competitively
and speaks highly of our faculty,
he said. In addition, the grants
bring the University into national

focus and provide students with
facilities and resources not readily
available at other undergraduate
institutions of comparable size.
Richardson then discussed the

image that Hopkins presents to
prospective students and to the
educational community. The
perennial competition with Ivy
League schools was mentioned,
but only in reference to Hopkins'
success in withstanding it.
Richardson noted the admissions
statistics to illustrate Hopkins'
growing popularity and reputa-
tion as a prestigious university.
Applications for admission were
up 17% and the number of Na-
tional Merit Semifinalists
designating Hopkins as their first
choice also rose markedly.
The President made note of the

fact that Hopkins is also gaining
respect in disciplines other than
the natural sciences, such as
International Relations. One stu-
dent at the forum pointed to the
Department of Writing Seminars,
which offers a strong writing pro-
gram separate from the Depart-
ment of English.

Citing the small size of classes,
Richardson said he was "pretty
optimistic" concerning the im-
provement of attitudes toward
Hopkins as a first choice school
for people once considering the
Ivy Leagues.

Richardson then shifted the
discussion to student activities,
wanting to know more about the
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films? Then check out Mark
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previews in Arts, page 6.

Are you trying to save the
world? Find out what you
can do on Earth Day this
Sunday by reading
American Green in
Editorial, page 4.

Men's Lacrosse whipped
the Army Cadets and is now
ranked third in the nation.

To find out how they did it,
turn to Sports, page 13.

Happy 20th Anniversary!
This weekend, Spring Fair
takes the campus by storm.
Get the details on Passport
'91 in Features, page 8.
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Passport '91 to Welcome Thousands
Hot Air Balloon Ascension Launches
by Li-Yu Huang

Look up in the sky today at
noon and there should be a hot air
balloon floating above Garland
field, kicking off the 1991 Johns
Hopkins University Spring Fair
entitled "Passport '91: A Trip
Around the World."
This year marks the twentieth

year for the Spring Fair, a
Hopkins tradition. The "Passport
'91" theme is the brainchild of
Spring Fair co-chairperson Kel-
ly Mansfield.
"I was thinking about a travel

theme because I spent a summer
abroad," Kelly said. "I've
always enjoyed travelling, and
I've always thought of it as a
good part of education."

Festivities begin at noon with
an address by Hopkins President
Dr. William C. Richardson on-a
new stage donated by The Stouf-
fer Harborplace Hotel.
"Caroline MacEnrue of

WBAL-TV will be the M.C. for
the opening ceremonies," co-
chair Rich Quarles said. "To go
along with the theme of pro-
moting different cultures there
will be dancers on the stages—
from Ukrainian troupes to Irish
dancers— and other cultural per-
formers. There will be a hot air
balloon on Garland field that will
go up. And then there will be the
audition for the Spring Fair

fanfare."
As in past years, the upper and

lower quads will have over 50
food booths that will satisfy all
appetites, ranging from student-
run booths like the Chinese
Students Association's Chinese
food to local restauranteurs like
Akbar's Indian fare. Hopkins will
even have its very own cafe on
the MSE terrace.

"It's an outdoor cafe we've
decided to call 'Rowland Cafe,'
since they stole the poor man's
building," Rich said.
There will be nearly 200 arts

and crafts vendors lining the
sidewalks of the upper and lower
quads as well as along the mid-
way between Barton and Latrobe
Halls.
"At the midway, we'll be hav-

ing a new game sponsored by The
Stouffer Harborplace Hotel,"
Kelly said. "Essentially, it is a
prize wheel that you get to spin
for $2. It's full of prizes donated
by Stouffer—like a free dinner for
two at the hotel's restauarant or
maybe a complimentary room at
the hotel. Every spin is
guaranteed to win something of
greater value than the $2 you put
in."

According to Kelly, all the pro-
ceeds will go to the Johns
Hopkins University Tutorial Pro-
ject because "Stouffer deckled
that that was their favorite

Security Tightened at„
tmetic Center

by Laura Perkinson

In spite of efforts to tighten
security in the Athletic Center,
the number of people not af-
filiated with the University using
the facilities is still a problem that
worries both students and the
security staff on campus.
According to Bob Scott,

Athletic Director, the school is
making an effort to tighten
Athletic Center security. This is
in response to the many com-
plaints from Hopkins students
that groups of young people from
the area around campus are
somehow getting into the building
and using facilities which should
be available primarily to the
Hopkins community.
At present, one officer in

uniform patrols the building
seven days a week from 12:00 pm
to 10:00 pm, the busiest hours of
the Athletic Center. The officer
is responsible for checking the
IDs of people who appear to have
come in from the street or look
like they are underage. He will
randomly ask to see everyone's
ID, and if he finds that someone
who is not from Hopkins and who
is not a guest of a student is us-
ing the Atheletic Center facilities,
he will "escort them out."
Major Larkin, head of campus

security, said that the presence of
a uniformed officer helps to deter
outsiders from finding ways to
enter the building, but he pointed
out that the frequent checks for
IDs are annoying to the students
who are legitimately using the
building.
According to Bob Scott, while

the presence of the security of-
ficer is sometimes helpful in
deterring outside people from try-
ing to use the Hopkins Athletic
Center, there are still many ways
in which people can enter the
building without being checked
by monitors. The building has ten

doors leading in and out. While
there are usually students sta-
tioned at the primary doors to
check the IDs of those who enter,
it is impossible to cover all the en-
trances for the many hours that
the Athletic Center is open, he
said.
There are usually four or five

students monitoring per shift. At
doors where there are no
monitors working, outsiders who
knock may be let in by Hopkins
students already in the building.
Many times people wait outside
the doors until a student comes
out, and ask if the student will
hold the door open for them.
Scott also said that on some oc-
casions students bring guests with
them into the building, and this
person will then open another
door to let in friends waiting
outside.

Scott said that monitors not
showing up for shifts further
exarcebates the problem. There
are only a limited number of
students available to monitor the

Sohnia Hong

Athletic Director Bob Scott

charity."
Other beneficiaries from the

Spring Fair will be the Mayor's
Campaign on Literacy.
"We will have a new and ex-

panded Fair Games this year, and
all entry fees will go to benefit the
Mayor's Campaign," Rich said.
"This year we are opening up a
corporate division along with the
usual college division. Winners
of the corporate division win a
catered breakfast for their office,
and the college team of four who
wins will receive four portable
CD players."
The events of this year's Fair

Games are a "Tour de France"
tricycle race, a "Rickshaw Race"
wheelbarrow race, an
"America's Cup" miniature boat
race and a "Lost Luggage
Relay" clothing obstacle course.
"The teams should be made up

Spring Fair
of four people with an entry fee
of $10 for the whole team," Rich
said. "Fraternities can get
together, clubs, a group of
friends—anyone." Registration
for college group entrants is 1
p.m. Saturday, and the games
begin at 2 p.m. on the MSE lawn.
The annual 8K road race has an

anticipated attendance of 2,000
runners this year and will kick-
off Sunday at 9 a.m.
As in past years, there will be

the annual antique car show, a
beer garden, Just for Kids events
and rides, concerts, musicians,
and ethnic performances, which
will reflect the global nature of
this year's fair.
On Garland field today from 1

to 6 p.m. and all day Saturday
and Sunday, hot air balloon rides
will be available for all those who

Continued on page 3
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Bobby Seale, co-founder of the Black Panther Party for Self-Defense

Former Black Panther
Calls for 'Revolution'
by T.H. Kern

Insisting that "more than just
rhetoric" would be necessary to
cure America's social ills, activist
and author Bobby Seale Wednes-
day night called upon college
students to organize "communi-
ty grass-roots action programs"
as the first of many steps towards
a "revolution" in American
politics and society.

Seale encouraged the standing-
room-only crowd in Mergen-
thaler Auditorium to reconsider
their definition of "revolution."
Revolution does not necessarily
have to be violent, he said; it can
be accomplished through
phenomena as diverse as voting,
social programs, and acute
political awareness. Whatever the
means, Seale said, the desired
end is the same: "to revolve
more. . . power back into the
hands of the people."
The fight of everyday

Americans—and particularly
African-Americans—to gain
some control over the power held
by politicans and capitalists was
the central theme of Seale's hour-
long speech, which traced his
political awakening in 1963
through his founding, with Huey
P. Newton, of the Black Panther
Party for Self-Defense in Oakland
in 1966.

Early in that period, he said,
Seale came to the realization that
"I was not a 'nigger." Up to that
point, he had lived with "no

sense of who I was as a whole
human being." Seale credited
Kenyan political leader ' Jomo
Kenyatta and the American
theorist Malcolm X, among
others, for his new awareness of
African-American history and en-
titlement. "I was getting a world
view," he said.

Part of that view was shattered
in February 1965 with the
assassination of Malcolm X.
"When Malcolm died, I had a
one-man riot—just me, no one
else," he said, describing the
rage that led him to throw bricks
at buildings and passing cars.

After his initial fury, however,
Seale decided to try to fill the void
left by Malcom's death. "I felt
obligated to start another
organization," he said, and cited
Malcom's fledgling Organization
of Afro-American Unity (OAAU)
as his model.
For assistance, Seale turned to

friend Huey P. Newton, who was
then in law school. The two
began spending time together, ex-
changing ideas and talking about
plans for the new organization,
Seale said. Things were slow to
get started, however. It was not
until Seale and Newton were ar-
rested in spring 1966—after Seale
recited the antiwar poem "Uncle
Sammy Called Me Full of
Lucifer" to a crowd in
Berkeley—that the two began to
build the foundation of what was
to become the Black Panther Par-

Continued on page 2
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Council
Lacks
Quorum
by Matt Rosengart
Student Council Secretary

Lacking a quorum, which
made voting impossible, this
week's Student Council meeting
was brief. Nonetheless, the
Council readdressed major con-
cerns raised at the previous
meeting.
The newly passed and revised

constitution received more praise.
Copies of the newly revised By-
Laws were distributed to insure
that each member is familiar with
the changes and ready to con-
tribute criticism. The By-Laws
will be up for a council vote at
the next meeting. Please plan to
attend if interested.
The Van-Ride-Along has been

a reported success. Chair Amy
Sandusky said that the committee
has received much constructive
criticism and input both from
riders and drivers. They are still
accumulating surveys, soon to be
organized into a report to be
presented to council.
In closing, council focused on

ways to improve the school en-
vironment for minorities. The
program will work closely with
Human Relations and Campus
Diversity Committee. The issue
will be readdressed next week.

ik

Ken Aaron

President Bob Nelson holds the Student Council meeting on the steps
of Shriver Hall on Tuesday, 4.pr11 16.

Seniors Opt for Grad School
Poor Job Market Prompts Decisions
by Alex Varon

As the school year comes to a
close, seniors are beginning to
face the post-graduate world. As
in years past, many have definite
plans about what they will be
doing-some inevitably will be
going to medical or law school,
others will enter a graduate pro-
gram in a less professional field
of study, some will work-while
others don't even have any plans.
The futures of this year's Senior
Class members seem as diverse
as their backgrounds did when
they were freshmen.

Earlier this school year, the
trend among college seniors ap-
peared to be to take time off from
school, either permanently or for

Seale Recalls Panthers' Rise
Calls Party a Force for Positive Good

Continued from page I
ty for Self-Defense.
"We wanted to build political-

electoral power in the communi-
ty," Seale said. In addition,
Newton and Seale were adamant
in their belief that the high-flown
theories of many radicals had
alienated the public. Speaking of
the group's Ten Point Platform
and Program, drafted in fall
1966, Seale said: "We wanted to
write something plain for the peo-
ple.

Dziugas Radzius
Spring Fair Chairs Kelly Mansfield and Rich Quarles

Chairs Review New
Spring Fair Events
Spring Fair Chairs Rich Quarles
and Kelly Mansfield took time out
from their busy schedule Monday
evening to talk with the News-
Letter about Passport '91: A Trip
Around the World.

N-L: Are you ready for Passport
'91 to begin?
Rich: Absolutely.
Kelly: We've begun snow-
fencing, the city will be deliver-
ing our booths tomorrow, our
theme's ready, as far as I know
our chairs are ready.
Rich (sarcastically): After lots of
hard work and dedication, I think
its all coming together.
N-L: What do you expect to be
the highlights of this year's Fair?
Rich: Of course, I think that
opening ceremonies is always one
of the great highlights and this
year it will be especially exciting.
We will be honored by Dr.
Richardson's presence as well as
Carolyn MacEnroe from WBAL.
She's an anchorperson there. And
they're going to give weather
from Spring Fair during the open-
ing ceremonies and the whole kit
and kaboddle is going up in a hot-
air balloon.
Kelly: In addition, I think that
this year, definitely students
should know that there's a CD
player to be won in Fair games.
That's definitely a highlight to be
noted because we've never had
such great prizes. Each member
of a winning team will win a CD
player, sponsored by Microcom:

puting Center. I think that's really
something that's quite new and
exciting because . . .
Rich: ...it is. In addition, I think
Stouffer Stage will probably be a
big hit. It's a new item this year
and we think the programming
for that is very excellent. And, as
always, the Beer Garden goes
over pretty well with students and
the community. This year, we
will be having a happy hour 5:30
Friday. It should be a lot of fun.
Kelly: It's open to all Hopkins
students regardless of age and
will be showcasing Hopkins stu-
dent bands. So it should be in-
teresting to both students and
faculty alike. We hope everybody
comes out and joins us.
Rich: And we're having special,
extended beer garden hours on
Saturday until dusk. About six
until 7:30 or so we'll have Rhum-
ba Club keeping the Beer Garden
rocking.
N-L: Were there any disappoint-
ments in planning for Fair this
year?
Rich: Well, there's always disap-
pointments in planning any big
event. Probably this year's big
disappointment was that we didn't
have a large band for the big con-
cert, but I think we've put
everything in place for next year.
Kelly: Hopefully, there will be a
fall concert. We've worked very
hard to lay the groundwork and
we feel confident in saying that
there should be some large con-

Continued on page 11

Among the demands outlined
in the Platform were: full
employment for those in
Oakland's impoverished African-
American community; an end to
routine police brutality; retrials
for blacks who had been con-
victed by white juries; and more
broadly, "the power to determine
the destiny of the black communi-
ty." Newton and Seale typed up
the Platform, and with the
mimeograph machine at Seale's
job with the City of Oakland, ran
off 1000 copies to distribute to the
public.
Soon after, Seale said, the

group began their armed patrols
of community police officers.
California law at the time did not
heavily restrict the use of hand-
guns; the Black Panthers made it
policy that each member always
carry a gun for self-defense.
On patrol, a group of armed

Panthers would travel through the
streets of Oakland until they saw
a police officer either pulling over
a car or attempting to make an ar-
rest on the street. At that point,
Seale said, the patrol group would
stop behind the police car, get out
with their guns fully visible, and
observe the police officer's
behavior to ensure "that
nobody's civil rights were
violated." Dressed in black from
head to foot, the Panthers would
observe quietly, preserving the

event with a tape recorder, and
would speak only when spoken
to.
This aspect of the Panther Par-

ty, Seale said, was not the pro-
duct of "a need. . . to have a
macho confrontation with the
police." Rather, he said, it was
a device to attract members to the
Party, where presumably they
could work towards the group's
larger goals of political education
and activism.

Within six months, Seale said,
"We captured the imagination of
the whole damn country. . . and
did it on the basis of the law."
Although Seale and Newton each
served time in prison, for separate
incidents, Seale emphasized that
the Panther's routine activities
were sanctioned by law, adding
that Newton's encyclopedic
knowledge of California laws
often infuriated police. "Huey
knew how to get to those cops,"
he said.
Even though the leaders' prison

terms contributed to the fragmen-
tation of the Party, Seale said, the
Black Panthers nonetheless
managed to become a force for
positive good in the
communities-eventually num-
bering 45--Itzhere chapters
emerged. He cited the group's
free breakfast program for poor
children; expanded testing for

Continued on page 3

a few years. Last July, Time
magazine reported that the
"Twentysomething Generation"
was indecisive and held more
reservations about choosing
fixed professional programs. As
late as last November, seniors at
Hopkins were saying among
themselves, "I'll take a few years
off, maybe look for a job, and see
what happens." Five months
later, this attitude is beginning to
change.
"This is the worst job market

in twenty years," claims Sharon
Baughan, Director of the Office
of Career Counseling and Place-
ment. "After looking at it, a lot
of seniors decided to opt for
graduate school."
Career Counselor and Recruit-

ment Coordinator Jane Kingan
agrees.
"The Graduate School Fair had

a record attendance this year,"
she reports. "There is a greatly
increased interest in graduate
school as an option."
For many seniors, graduate

school was never a question.
"I just assumed that I'd get in

somewhere," says Paul Kramer,
who was recently accepted at
Princeton University for his
graduate studies. "I sent out eight
applications and have so far been
accepted to four schools. I never
really planned for what might
happen if I didn't get in."

Electrical engineering major
Ralph Tufano will be continuing
at Hopkins for a fifth year to ob-
tain his master's degree. Like
Kramer, he did not consider the
possibility of not immediately
continuing his education.
"If I hadn't gotten into a

graduate program," he says, "I
guess I would just go home, live
with Mom for a while, and hide
under a blanket."
But graduate school is not

necessarily a safe option.
"The problem is that the

number of spots which graduate
schools have has not changed,"
explains Baughan. "A larger
number of applicants means that
schools can be more selective.
We'll probably see a lot of
seniors being rejected from
schools that they would ordinarily
have had a shot at."
That is what senior Theresa

Cho is experiencing.
"I've gotten into a few

Class Elections Results
Five run-offs set for Wednesday

Class of 1992

President
Sarah Greenberg *Chris Post

55 81
38.5% 56.6%

Vice President
*Rhoda Charles Kisha Moore

75 57
56.8% 43.2%

Secretary 
*Lee Gibson Maggie Marrero

78 62
55.7% 44.3%

Treasurer
*Susan Hazel Keun-Woo Lee

83 43
65.9% 34.1%

Representative 
*Angle Brooks *David Dudot

86 94
25.1% 27.5%

*Darren Miller
103

30.1%

Class of 1993
President 
Toby Glister Scan Casey

19 46
11.4% 27.8%

*Marc Spear
85

50.9%
Vice President
*Shaokao Cheng

93
89.4%

Treasurer 
"Ron Spring **Rith Tun

20 20
32.2% 32.2%

Representative 
*Katherine Crowley

110
49.3%

**Eric Bernstein
18

8.1%

Sun Lee
59

17.3%

Jason Klugman
16
9.6%

Secretary 
*Carl Pallais

136
97.1%

Beth Anne Jones
7

11.3%

"Chad Holien
18
8.1%

"Richard Wang "Karen Lavy

11 9
4.9% 4.0%

President
Colin Chellman

67
15.8%

Reid Orth
84

19.8%
Vice-President 
*Chuck Lee

244
62.6%

secretary 
Renee Coulter

33
8.4%

Zafar Khan

99
25.3%

Treasurer 
*Theo Bushman

193
56.3%

Representative
"Sarah Appleman

193
19.2%

**Royce Poinsett
160
15.9%

"Mary Zupa
129
12.8%

Class of 1994

**Aneesh Chopra
142
33.4%

Phil Psilos
38
8.9%

Joey Molko
146
37.4%

**Kemba Eneas
132
33.7%

Jon Goldberg
150

43.7%

**Margaret Lee
94

22.1%

"Claire Kelly
128

32.7%

"Stephanie Lattin William Nolan
173 69
17.2% 6.9%

.Rafi Reza "Ethan Skolnick

115 167
11.4% 16.7%

*Candidate won office outright (50% of the

vote,>25% for representative)

"Run-off next Wednesday (three winners

for representative)

A run-off election will be held Wednesday,

April 24 from 11 am to 9pm at the AMRII Mail Room,

from Ilam to 5pm at the breezeway between Ames

and Krieger, and from 5pm to 9pm at the MSE

Library. A student referendum will also be held on

Wednesday to accept or reject the newly-ratified

Student Council Constitution. All students (including

juniors and seniors) are eligible to vote.

school," she states. "The schools
I've gotten into are my safety
schools-I don't really want to go
there. I haven't heard from all of
the ones I've applied to, but I'm
definitely going to go to medical
school."
For some, graduate school is

also an easier option than getting
a job. Glenn Sabin, who five
months ago said that he wanted
to see what the job market was
like before he took the graduate
school plunge, found it easier to
apply to graduate school rather
than for jobs.
"I couldn't find a job I liked.

I guess I'm just not ready for one.
Besides," he adds with a grin,
"they're paying me almost as
much as a starting position
would."
Those seniors who chose not to

apply to graduate programs are
facing a different scenario. In
some cases, the search for a job
is wearing long and hard. For
others, the search hasn't even
begun.
"My future is basically a big

question mark," explains Chris
Johnson, a senior majoring in
biology. "I think I would like to
try to get a position that involves
people and research or some-
thing, but right now, I'm just
thinking about graduating."

Senior Kevin Fitzpatrick is also
waiting.
"I haven't looked for a job

very diligently because I'm busy
with just finishing the year," he
said. "If all goes well, I will be
happily and ̀ gayfully' employed,
but I don't have too much time
to deal with it. All I know at this
point is that I want to explore the
job market."
Baughan says that is all right.
"We're always cognizant of

what parents feel," she says. "A
lot of them are feeling the
economy's downturn themselves,
so they know what the market is
like. Many parents actually tell
their children to finish the year
and then start the search."
The reasons for not initiating a

job search until graduation vary.
Some students cite plans of
travelling or simply a lack of con-
cern about their future. Still
others, claims Baughan, are just

continued on page 3

Security
'A Huge
Problem'

continued from page 1
Athletic Center, which is open
weekdays from 7:00 am to 10:00
pm, Saturday from 9:00 am to
8:00 pm and Sunday from 1:00
pm to 8:00 pm. The director
would like to see this situation im-
prove, but doesn't see that it is a
real possibility. "We provide the
most [security] that can be
done," he said.
Major Larkin also pointed out

that the thefts are a regular pro-
blem at the Athletic Center. He
believes that most of these crimes
are probably committed by out-
siders who get into the building
by various means, but he said that
the number of thefts have gone
down since the security officer
has begun to patrol regularly.
While there have been a number
of reports of articles lost by
students while they were using
the Athletic Center, Larkin main-
tains that most of these were
"preventable crimes" in which
students may have carelessly left
their possessions lying around the
gym or in the bleachers by the
track, or kept belongings in
lockers without locking them. He
believes that these ocurrences
would be less frequent if students
were more cautious about where
they put their things.
While there have been no

reports made by Hopkins students
of harassment by outsiders using
the Athletic Center, Major Larkin
does not deny that this can hap-
pen and may be a danger. Bob
Scott calls the looseness of
Athletic Center security a "huge
problem," and while certain
meastires are being taken to
tighten security, there is still a
potential for problems resulting
from the presence of outsiders in
the facility.

 NMI
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Graduate Schools More Selective
With Increased Applicant Pool

Continued from page 2
lazy.
"Some students need more

hand-holding than others.
They're serious about it, but they
need a little motivation."
Kingan claims that April and

May are a slow period for her
office.
"Not too many students come

in because they're busy with ex-
ams and classes and Spring Fair.
After all of those are over we see
some seniors trickle back in."

"It's like taking a crash course
when a senior comes in for the
first time after exams," explains
Baughan. "with so little time,
there is only so much we can do
for them. When it happens we're
much more into teaching the
skills and research necessary for
finding a job. These are things
they'll be able to take with them.
When students leave Hopkins,
chances are that they will be look-
ing for a job within two years."

Sharon Baughan,
Placement

Fair
Opens
Today

Director of the

Continued from page I
want a "Trip Around the
World."
While there are many new

events planned for the Fair this
year, Spring Fair plans were not
without their disappointments.
"Our intention had been to

bring a big national act Friday or
Saturday night," Rich said. "We
approached several bands, and
the Violent Femmes were the last
ones we approached."

According to Kelly, the Violent
Femmes were given a deadline in
which to reply by, but they ac-
cepted the offer too late for fair
organizers to feel comfortable
about making arrangements.

Despite the disappointment,
"Passport '91" is anticipated to
attract the usual 100,000 people
it draws nearly every year,
weather permitting.
According to all the "Tour

Guides" (student organizers of
the entire Fair), the "purpose is
to provide a weekend of fun and
entertainment in which the
Baltimore community can relax.

- For three days, the world is your
oyster."

Nrre °anon.. Cif PAW Orem.

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime—because
there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations
within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is
7 days/6 nights and must include a Saturday night.

In addition to this great travel program, you'll also enjoy all
the benefits of Card membership as well as other exclusive student
privileges. They include a quarterly magazine filled with informa-
tive articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable
discounts from leading retailers.

But remember, there's only one way to get all this—and that's
by getting the American Express Card. Just call us (have your bank

address and account number on hand). What's more,
with our special student offer, it's easier to get the
Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever he again.

So get the Card. And get ready to cover new
territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

Some students haven't waited
to start looking. Among them,
opinions appear to be mixed with
the way the system works.
"I've mailed probably around

seventy resumes and cover let-
ters," says Mary Hillebrand, a
senior English major. "I haven't
heard anything yet."

Despite her lack of success so
far, she remains undaunted.
However, she understands the
reality of her situation.
"If there's only one job

around, I'll take it, but I'd like to
wait until something better comes
along. Still, coming out of col-
lege, you've got to start with what
you can."
Maureen Deger, a senior from

Bellingham, Washington, would
also like to land a job she likes.
"I've applied for jobs in men-

tal facilities and haven't heard
from any yet. If! can't find a job
in Bellingham, I'll move to Seat-
tle and look for one there. Right

Sohnia Hong

Office of Career Counseling and

now, though, I'm waiting. There
isn't much that I can do here in
Baltimore."
Baughan acknowledges this

point.
"Our office knows that there

are a lot of seniors from different
regions in the country waiting to
return before they begin
looking."
But some students are becom-

ing frustrated. Ben Lonske, an
electrical engineering major, is
one of them.
"I've had about twenty inter-

views so far and still haven't
heard anything. It's difficult to
get a job. My major is especially
affected by the cutbacks in
defense spending."

According to Baughan, this is
not uncommon.
"There are many seniors who

have done a lot of work who still
don't have jobs," she says.
"Often, it depends on the amount
of time and effort they put into it,
but there's nothing in the world
that dictates that by June 2, all
seniors must have a job."
"Most people need several

months to find a job," agrees
Kingan. "It's great when students
go into a job right away, but
that's atypical."
One student who will have a

job coming out of college will be
Kristie Kantowski, a
mathematical sciences major. She
will be an actuary with an in-
surance company.
"Maybe I'll go to business

school after a while," she says,
"but right now I'm going to stick
with it."

Kantowslci got her job through
her summer work experience.
Kingan urges students to follow
her example by also trying to find
jobs through different means than
the standard.

_
Doreen Patron

President Richardson at the Open
Forum

Senior Class Treasurer Jennifer
Blank sent out thirty cover letters
and resumes, read through the
classifieds, and networked.

"It's very important who you
know," she explains. "Use every
single possible connection and
method to find a job."
Kingan and Baughan both sug-

gest that students explore every
possibility. While the Office of
Career Counseling and Placement
runs interviews with recruiters,
there are many companies who
rely on mail, advertisements, or
even word-of-mouth to fill spots
they might have.
For Blank, the advice paid off.

She started working as an adver-
tising executive last Monday.

Sports writers and
photographers—we require
your services down at the
little green building in a
ditch (a.k.a. the News-
Letter). Call us today.

Hopkins' Popularity'

Continued from page I
things beyond academics in
which students are involved. His
first exposure to student activities
at Hopkins was with the Orien-
tation program last fall, which he
found impressive. He wholly en-
joyed the atmosphere of the pro-
gram. The one thing he would
change, though: "Instead of
watching the volleyball, I was
thinking I'd like to play it."

Putting Orientation thoughts
away until September, Richard-
son looks forward to his first
Spring Fair on the Homewood
campus. Several of the students
in attendance at the open forum
were in fact Spring Fair workers
installing fencing in the beer
garden. Sensing an opportunity,
they invited the President outside
for an unprecedented souvenir
photograph. Trooping over to the
grass, where Richardson donned
a pair of dirty gloves borrowed
from a sweaty student, the tired
fence installers got their picture

taken with Richardson.
In a bold move, Richardson

also agreed to go up in the hot air
balloon during opening
ceremonies, but only if it is tied
down.

Richardson provided a brief list
of issues brought up at the two
previous forums, such as securi-
ty, student life and the climate of
the University, the relationship of
the school to the larger communi-
ty, and undergraduate housing.
At the end, he commented:

"I'm glad that a whole different
group of students are here. This
is what I'd hoped would happen.
It gives me a chance to get to
know even more of the students."
By the way, he cooks the lamb

dinner in the Faculty-Student In-
teraction program himself, from
a secret recipe he concocted over
years of gourmet lamb cooking.
He also harbors a secret penchant
for throwing pool parties,
although he hasn't had one yet.

Seale Finds Chokehold
On African-Americans

Continued from page 2
sickle-cell anemia; and a later
housing renovation program as
three examples of the Panthers'
positive influence.

After his energetic account of
the Panthers' rise, however,
Seale broadened his focus.
"What are we really talking
about here?" he asked. In his
view, it was the chokehold that
that the "capitalist international
system" was exerting on African-
Americans and other groups in
the United States and abroad. He
encouraged people to seek
"positive goals and objectives"

that might lead to concrete social
change.
None of this would be possible,

he said, unless people learned to
distinguish between what he
termed the "positive pro-
gressive" and the "dumb
backward shit" that often comes
from the mouths of so-called
political reformers. "A mark of
intelligence," he said, is being
able "to understand two things or
three things and to see the inter-
connected relationships between
them."

American Express
Announces A Great New

Travel Program.
Now students can get the Card
and get 3 roundtrips on Continental
Airlines, for only $129 or $189 each.
There's only one way to cover a lot of territory without spending
a lot of money And that's by getting the American Express' Card.
It's the only card that offers an exciting new travel program
exclusively for students- including three roundtrip certificates on
Continental Airlines.

Just look at the map and pick the place youd like
to visit. If its on your side of the Mississippi River, you
can use a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or,
you can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.

You have your pick of more than 150 cities in t
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The Miranda Act
 Douglass Barre

Episode Twenty:
Movin' Right Along

Miranda picked up the phone.
She hadn't heard from David in
two months, not even a letter. For
someone who was supposed to be
her boyfriend, this was simply in-
excusable. Zack was on the
phone.
"Sure, mom."
"Uh-huh, mom."
"No, you're right, mom."
"Okay, mom."
"Good idea, mom."
She hung up. Sickening. I

mean, Miranda cared about her
mother, but she couldn't under-
stand Zack's relationship with
his.
"Aaaaaaugh!" came the tor-

tured scream from Carol's emp-
ty MOM.
"What is it, Zack?" Miranda

shouted at him from the kitchen.
Zack shuffled out of Carol's

room like a zombie. Miranda
peered behind him to see if any
bits of flesh had actually fallen
off.
"My parents are coming to

visit," he moaned bleakly.
"That's nice. Do I get to meet

them?"
"I hope not."
Miranda glared.
"No, it's not you, Miranda . . .

I just wanted them to come by and
get out as quickly as possible."
"Why?"
"They might find out things

about me!"
Miranda squinted at him.

"Isn't that the point?"
"Of course! That's their

point! Mine is to keep them from
it!"
"I don't think I quite get this

conversation."
The door opened behind them.

It was Carol—with the mail.
"Who spent thirty-five dollars

calling Downingtown, PA?" she
demanded.
Zack blanched.
"Zack's parents are coming to

visit, Carol," Miranda changed
the subject.
"Oh, Zack. I'm sorry!" Carol

comforted.
"What's the big problem? Are

they that horrible?"
"No, of course not," Zack

said, looking wounded. "They're
fine parents. I just don't want
them nosing around down here."
"Why?"
"Well, first they'll want to see

my apartment."
"So?"
"There's nothing there! I don't

even live there!" Zack paused. "I
mean . .
"I know what you mean, Zack.

You're paying rent on two apart-

Zack, er, enjoys a visit
from his parents, while
Miranda and Doris get
to move his furniture

ments, so it doesn't seem to me
that you're living on our couch."
"I like to think of it as

squatting."
"So what are you going to do

about your parents, Zack?" Carol
asked.
"I. . . I've got to move into one

of them! I'll make it look like I
live there! I'll even leave
schoolbooks around to make it
look real! Uh . . . do either of you
have any schoolbooks?"
Miranda looked at him

dumbfoundedly.
"I don't," Carol said. "You,

Randa?"
Miranda, Carol and Doris all

waited outside the rowhouse that
Zack sank four-hundred plus
dollars a month into for no ap-
parent reason. Next to them was
the largest pile of furniture they
had ever seen. Miranda didn't
even want to know where Zack
got four couches on such quick
notice.
Zack bounded out of the

building.
Continued on page Ii

Editorial
Spy Before You Buy

Throughout the upcoming week, prospective freshmen will be stor-
ming campus during the Office of Admissions' Open House Program
for accepted students. For a good many of these students, this visit
will determine whether or not they will enroll at The Johns Hopkins
University this fall. Ideally, these students will look past the physical
structure of Hopkins and examine all the pros and cons before mak-
ing their final decision. Hopkins' green suburban-like campus is cer-
tainly an advantage, but it camouflages some significant drawbacks
as well.
The price of a Hopkins education obviously ranks high on the cons

list—especially since, starting with the Class of 1995, freshmen will
be required to live in University housing for two years. Yet com-
pared to other schools of similar stature, Hopkins is not far out of
line. An almost equivalent education is within reach at some of the
top state schools for a great deal less. For in-state students, the price
is practically unbeatable So is the Hopkins name on your degree
worth $16,000 plus room and board each year? Sure, the faculty is
top-notch, but don't let your tour guide tell you that few classes are
taught by teaching assistants. Many of the introductory classes are
run by TAs—Contemporary American Letters, among many others,
is taught exclusively by TAs. Hopkins also employs instructors who
are professionals—newspaper editors, for instance—who do not have
Ph. Ds.
What is the best way to find out which departments have seasoned

faculty? Talk to students—not tour guides, but average students. Stop
people walking on the quad or approach people reading under 'a tree.
Hopkins students are usually friendly, and some might even talk your
ears off. These students have nothing to gain by giving you good
or bad reviews, and their opinions and individual experiences can
provide valuable insight not available elsewhere in the Open House
program.
Does Hopkins have a good football team? Is there a real political

journal on campus? Be sure to ask your tour guide about extracur-
riculars and go to the club fair in the Glass Pavilion. Representatives
from most organizations will be on hand to speak with prospective
freshmen on Thursday and Friday, April 25 and 26, from 1:00-3:00

pm. If you can't reach someone, ask your guide for help and write
a note to the club with your name and address and drop it in campus
mail. Now is the time to get answers on questions like these. They
may seem unimportant, but once you get here you might regret it
if Hopkins doesn't have the activity for you, while your second-choice
college did. Of course tour guides will be optimistic and say, "If
we don't have the club you're looking for, then you can start your
own." It's not that simple. You need at least ten people and you must
write a constitution to be reviewed by the Student Activities Coun-
cil. Starting or rejuvenating a student group can be a rewarding ex-
perience, but it is not the same experience as being part of a well-
funded, near-professional group at a larger school. If you have the
time and energy, go for it. But be warned.
Housing is another one of those "whatever" categories. You might

be pickier than you think. Check out AMR II because that's as bad
as it can get. Most people survive dorm life and even thrive in it,
but you might want to take a closer look at where you'll be living
for the next two semesters. Again, talk to students who are living
in the dorms. If you can spend a night in one of the dorms, you might
benefit as well.
The Hopkins campus is relatively safe. There are security phones

located at the ends of the freshman quad and throughout the cam-
pus. Hopkins Security has improved the lighting around campus, but
areas such as the Gilman quad in front of the Milton S. Eisenhower
Library are still quite dark at night. Students should not be lulled
into a false sense of security and walk alone at night; a student was
raped on campus in February. In general, Hopkins is safer than Col-
umbia or the University of Pennsylvania, for example. But obvious-
ly, it is located in a city, where crime is more prevalent than in the
outskirts.
Remember to look at the total picture before committing yourself.

Hopkins can no doubt offer you a diversified environment with
students who hail from all over the world; like most schools, however,
it is far from perfect. It is up to you to decide whether or not Hopkins
is the right place for you. Don't fall for the sales pitch—look at the
facts.

Letters  
The News-Letter Irritates Yet Another Reader
To the Editors:

I would like to commend Andy
Prior for the wonderful job he did
reporting on the "SAC Groups
Reprimanded." I'm glad he asked
the groups about their problems,
since they know what's going on. As
Choral Society President, I feel that
I am better qualified to explain our
problems than Stephen Kent Jusick,
who was too concerned with voic-
ing his opinions to report accurate-
ly. His feelings had no place in the
article; we can read his column for
that.

Jusick never explains WHY the
Choral Society has a deficit. Last
spring, our president said a budget
had been submitted, and in August,
the SAC Office agreed—incorrectly,
it turns out—that this money was in-
deed granted. With this knowledge
(assumed to be correct), we pur-
chased music and set contracts. It
wasn't until October that we heard
otherwise.
When the SAC froze our budget,

we stopped all the spending we
could. We continued to hire an ac-
companist; without one we cannot
have rehearsals.
Since then, Choral Society has

been fundraising, and has cut spend-
ing drastically.
We submitted a budget for

1991-92, as requested, on time.

Since we are on probation, we must
request each item individually next
year. Of course, the SAC Board
didn't inform us of this at our budget
hearing; it only came to our atten-
tion at the General Meeting.

Jusick was not content to merely
explain (rather, partially explain)
our problems. He continued with his
personal complaints about the group,
which had no place here. As presi-
dent, I have a fair knowledge of our
membership. I have never, in my
three years in Choral Society, heard
about students "willing to perform"
as soloists or instrumentalists. Fur-
ther, neither I, nor any of the other
officers, have ever said "students
are unreliable." We have said that
when we used Peabody students for
instrumentalists or soloists, some did
not show up at performances! We
cannot work with this uncertainty.
Contracted performers are under
obligation to be there, and always
are. Students are not.

I strongly suggest that both the
News-Letter and Jusick check their
information before printing
statements that could be constituted
as slander.

Noel Marie Lavallee
President, Choral Society

Editors' note: For the record,
Stephen Kent Jusick 's "Screw the

Right Thing" column has not ap-
peared in the News-Letter at all this
semester; it ran last year.

To the Editors:
I am writing this letter to convey

my most sincere regrets to two au-
dience members attending last Satur-
day's performance of Company.
During the fourth musical number,
the word "fag" is used. Not long
after this lyric, the two audience
members chose to leave the theater.
Now as I understand it, they took

offense to this remark and left as a
matter of principle. This is unfor-
tunate. As a musical-comedy, Corn-

pany pokes fun at many different
things and many types of people. But
as a musical-comedy, it should not
be taken seriously. Company, which
was written by gay men, is meant to
entertain, not to pass judgment.
However, one person's joke is
another person's insult.

I find it regretful that the two au-
dience members decided to leave so
early in the show but understand that
they had to do what they felt was
right. I hope this incident will not
keep them from attending future
theater productions here at Hopkins.

Ruth Scrandis

The News-Letter welcomes
letters to the editors. Letters
must be typed, double-
spaced, no more than 350
words, and include the
author's name and
telephone number. Letters
must be signed by at least
one but no more than twc
persons. Letters which do
not meet these conditions
will not be printed. The
deadline for letters is

Wednesday at 5 p.m.
(delivered to the Gatehouse)
for publication in that Fri-
day's issue. Once a letter is
submitted, it becomes the
property of the News-Letter.
Due to the volume of letters
received, not all can be
printed. The News-Letter
reserves the right to edit for
condensation and to limit
the number of letters printed
in a given issue.

American Green
 David Redish and Anuj Gupta

This Sunday, April 20th, is
Earth Day. In 1970, the first
Earth Day was organized to
galvanize the American people
and our government to en-
vironmental action. Last year,
Earth Week touched nearly every
country on the globe. Earth Day
shows our leaders how important
environmental issues are; more
importantly, it is meant as a day
to try the first steps towards an
environmentally sound lifestyle.
The first step is dealing with

our garbage. The average
American throws away three and
a half pounds of garbage every
week. Most of this garbage was
never needed in the first place.
Bring your own mug to places
that only have disposables
available. No one will be angry
and some stores will even give
you a discount. Always bring
your own bag when shopping.
And if you do throw something
away, be sure it gets recycled.
Half of all the landfills in the U.S.
will be full by next year, and in-
cinerators spew toxins into our
air.
In Baltimore, there are many

opportunities to recycle. SEA and

Custodial Services have a recycl-
ing project on campus. Off cam-
pus, some areas have curbside
recycling, while others have roll-
offs where you can take your
recyclables. Call 396-SORT for
more information. Recycling one
can of aluminum saves the energy
equivalent to that can half-full of
gasoline. Americans waste
enough aluminum every three
months to rebuild the entire
American commercial airline
fleet. That means that not recycl-
ing all of that aluminum wastes
as much oil as 150 Exxon Valdez
spills. Aluminum, glass, white
paper, newspapers, tin, even
plastic bottles can be recycled
easily in Baltimore.
When you buy a product be

sure that it is reusable or at least
recyclable. Also, buy recycled
products. Recycled paper is as
good and as cheap as virgin
paper, and it saves trees. Buying
intelligently is an important part
of your role in the American
economy. Be aware of whether or
not you wish to support certain
companies. Every time you buy
a product, you support that com-
pany. The United Farm Workers

have called for a boycott of
grapes because grape growers
used pesticides irresponsibly.
Some of these pesticides don't
wash off. Don't buy products
containing CFCs, because CFCs
damage the ozone layer. Con-
sumers do have power. The
canned tuna industry gave in to
the boycott and now many corn-

A panoply of tips for
a better environment,

involving dolphins, CFCs,
vinegar, leaky toilets,

lightbulbs, and shopping
for a better world—

all in one article

panies catch tuna without killing
dolphins. Look for cans labelled
"dolphin safe". There is a very
good booklet called "Shopping
For a Better World" that lists
companies and their actions.
Simple things such as turning

off lights and other electric ap-
pliances when not in use can save
tremendous amounts of energy in
the long run. Incandescent light

bulbs should be turned off
whenever possible, but fluore-
scent light bulbs take a lot of
energy to turn on. If you are go-
ing to turn the fluorescent bulb
back on in the next few hours,
leave it on; if you aren't, turn it
off. Other appliances, too, such
as computers and coffee pots,
should be turned off overnight.
One of the best things you can

do to conserve energy is to
weatherize your house. BG&E
offers free kits to weatherize for
the winter. Sealing leaks where
warm air can escape can save you
as much as 1/3 of your heating
bill and save all of us a lot of
wasted energy.
Conserving water is also easy.

In one year, a leaky toilet can
waste 22,000 gallons of water. A
leaky faucet can cost 3,000
gallons a year. A new rubber
washer to stop the leak costs 20
cents at your local hardware
store. Even using water wisely
can save a tremendous amount.
Letting the water run while
brushing your teeth wastes nine
gallons. Letting it run while
washing the dishes wastes twenty-

Continued on page 5
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On Second Thought Bill Van Horne
Summer appears just within

reach. Classes grind to a halt, ex-
ams loom mightily in the
distance, and friends chatter over
their plans for their four months
of freedom. April remains a
month of change as the spring
tries to shake off the last remnants
of winter. As students prepare for
their mass exodus from campus,
most remember that they will
return, predictably, in
September. Yet, most students
have yet to decide one important
detail for next year: who will
represent their class on Student
Council.
Less than half of the eligible

student voters chose to cast
ballots in Tuesday's primary elec-
tion. Student Council/Young
Trustee elections in March fared
no better. According to Karen
Levy, Chair of the Board of Elec-
tions, only 708 out of 3,069 eligi-
ble voters casted their ballot for
last month's primaries. In other
words, about 23 percent of the
student body voted. For seniors
voting for Young Trustee, the
turnout stood at 17 percent—less
than 2 out of 10 people had a hand
in picking a Young Trustee.
About 20 percent of the
sophomores and juniors voted,
while 30 percent of the freshmen
picked a candidate.
Of all the reasons given by

students for not voting, five con-
tinue to make their appearance in
election after election. So I drew
up a list, in no particular order,
of a student's "Top Five Reasons
Why I Didn't Vote":

1. "I don't have time to vote."
Busy Hopkins students, whisking
from classes to sports to dinner
just can't seem to find the time
to vote. Voting, however, does
not gobble up a lot of time. In the
primaries on Tuesday, students
could vote in less than five
minutes—depending on the line,
the Elections Commissioner on
duty, the number of candidates on
the ballot, etc. For next week's
run-off, probably with paper
ballots, voting will probably take
no more than three minutes.

Also, students can vote in more
than one place: either in the
dorms, library, Breezeway, etc.
2. "I forgot to vote today."

Campaign posters weighed down
the bulletin boards from Gilman
to the dorms on Tuesday. The
Board of Elections posted
reminders across the campus and
in the dorms. The News-Letter
ran the times and places that
voting booths operated on cam-
pus. Candidates swarmed around
campus and the dorms, urging
students to vote. Some of the
more enterprising candidates
used chalk and banners to get
their message across. At lunch,
students gossiped about who
would win what office, and even
asked their friends, "Voted yet?"
3. "I don't know anything

about the candidates who are
running. "Last week, the Board
of Elections sponsored a Can-
didates' Forum on campus. Can-
didates made brief statements,
then answered questions from the
audience. While some freshmen
made the trip across campus, only
a very few upperclassmen came
back to campus to see the Forum.
The Board of Elections adver-
tised the Forum in a full-page
advertisement in the News-Letter
two weeks ago, listing all of the
candidates' names and the times
for the various classes. The
News-Letter printed all of the can-
didates' statements in last week's
issue. In the dorms, candidates
spoke with fellow students for
days before the election, again
answering questions they might
have.
4. "Student Council and class

officers don't do anything. "At
last week's Student Council
meeting, the Council approved
next year's budget, ratified a new
constitution, and confirmed com-
mittee members picked by the
Committee on Committees to
serve next year. As Council
members know, drawing up the
budget takes considerable time
and effort. Members conducted
extensive interviews before sug-
gesting funding for groups next

year. Most student groups, from
the Outdoors Club to the Dance
Company, receive most or all of
their funding from the Student
Council. Student Council funds
everything from the Spring Fair
and the MSE Symposium to the
HOP and the classes themselves.
How much money does the Stu-
dent Council allocate each year?
Next year, the Council will give
student groups about $80,000,
which represents just a part of the
$200,000-plus budget.
The Committee on Committees

(run by the Council Vice Presi-
dent, elected last month) selects
scores of students to serve on
committees, from the Committee
on Undergraduate Studies to the
Academic Ethics Board.

In addition, Council oversees
the day-to-day Problems at
Hopkins, from security to cam-
pus housing to fundraising
events.
5. "My (one) vote doesn't

count for anything. "In the Coun-
cil elections in March, the Board
of Elections held three separate
elections for Vice President. On
the first ballot, two candidates
tied (with hundreds of votes cast).
On the second ballot, a candidate
lost by less than five votes. Fur-
thermore, since less than half of

the students voted on Tuesday,
your vote counts even more. In
a sense, your vote remains
disproportionately strong, since
so few people choose to cast a
ballot.
Yet some students who failed

to vote have one more chance: the
run-off on Tuesday. Oddly
enough, even less people usual-
ly vote in the run-off, since they
don't know as many candidates
on the ballot as they did in the
primaries. (Thus your vote counts
even more in the run-off.) Unfor-
tunately for the class of 1993, the
offices of Vice President,
Secretary, Treasurer, and
Representative probably won't
require run-offs (though write-in
candidates could pop up), since
the candidates remain either
unopposed or no candidates peti-
tioned for the office. For the class
of 1992, also, the primaries will
almost surely decide the offices
of President, Vice President,
Secretary, and Treasurer, which
have only two candidates each.
Don't complain about student

government unless you've voted.
And if you've voted, and still
complain, then vote the in-
cumbents out of office. Better
yet, run for office yourself next
year.
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five. Running a dishwasher uses
twenty gallons of water every
time. Run it only when it is full.
Remember, in the Baltimore

area all of this water returns to the
Chesapeake Bay. The drains in
the street, ostensibly for rain
water, flow straight into the Bay.
Anything you dump there will
reach the Bay unhindered by
treatment centers. In fact, some
of the worst pollutants known are
household chemicals such as
cleansers, batteries, furniture
polish, paint thinner, and any
pesticides. Most of these
chemieals have safer alternatives.

One can always get rechargeable
batteries, which are reusable and
produce less garbage. Lemon
juice works as a great furniture
polish, and baking soda com-
bined with vinegar unclogs
drains.(Put a handful of baking
soda down the drain, then pour
a half of a cup of vinegar down
the drain, and cover it for 60
seconds.) When you do use tox-
ic substances, dispose of them
responsibly.
One way that most Americans

are extremely irresponsible is in
their love of cars and  their fear,
of mass transportation or; better
yet, of walking or bikiiig to work.

Cars use two-thirds of all the oil
consumed in the U.S. How many
of us drive alone to work?
Baltimore has an extensive bus
system that is cheap and easy to
use. On May 1, people all across
the Mid-Atlantic States will be
leaving their cars at home to pro-
ve how easy it is to get to work
without a car. Get a head start.
Earth Day is Sunday, but Mon-
day, try getting around without
your car. You'll find that it is not
as painful as you thought.
If you want to get more in-

. 4+4, b,reje many action.„0 Agfa Ri 111 "
gr9upi Locally, there 4,a i i i vo
are many groups, including

Hopkins' own SEA and the
Baltimore Recycling Coalition.
National groups such as
Greenpeace and the Sierra Club
are worth exploring.

It is all well and good to show
one's support for Earth Day by
wearing an environmental T-shirt
or a green ribbon or by signing
a "green pledge," but Earth Day
is about changing your life. If we
all make small changes in our in-
dividual lives, together we can
make a big difference. Make
Earth the day to make a

!,1111,4N,

Now you can afford to dream in color.
If you thought that finding a color Macintosh

system you could afford was just a dream, then the
new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream come true.

The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many
computers that can display only 16 colors at once, the
Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors. It
also comes with a microphone and new sound-input
technology that lets you personalize your work by
adding voice or other sounds.

Like every Macintosh
computer, the LC is easy to
set up and easy to master.
And it runs thousands of
available applications that
all work in the same,
consistent way—so once

you've learned one program, you're well on your way
to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you
share information with someone who uses a different
type of computer—thanks to the versatile Apple®.
SuperDrive7which can read from and write to
Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.

Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it
gives you. Then pinch yourself.

It's better than a dream—it's a
Macintosh.Apple introduces the Macintosh LC.
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Sequels, Cyborgs and Bob:
The News-Letter's Exclusive Summer Movie Preview
by Mark Friedman

Film critics across the nation
fell into a chronic state of depres-
sion last week as Home Alone
passed Jaws to become the third
largest grossing film of all time.
Thankfully, the John Hughes film
has no chance of passing the two
biggies: E.T. and Return of the
Jedi.
However, the body of evidence

is growing stronger by the day
that Macauley Culkin is actually
an Ewok.
With the unnecessary diatribe

out of the way, this reviewer
would like to announce that this
is the first week in two years
when not a single new movie is
opening in Baltimore. Faced with
the unenviable task of reviewing
the new Steven Seagal film, I
have decided to resurrect the
seasonal preview, which met with
so much predictive success last
Christmas and was embraced by
audiences across the land.
Even before Premiere comes

forth with its summer preview,
submitted for your approval is a
list of forty films scheduled to be
released in the coming months.
Culled from my massive Rolodex
of numerous Hollywood contacts,
I assume that all of you plan to

see each film at least twice.
Because release dates are so

tentative, films are listed
alphabetically along with as much
relevant info available. And who
really cares about the plot or
when they come out? Summer's
one big blur anyway.

Another You (Tri-Star, July
26)—Director: Maurice Phillips.
Stars: Gene Wilder, Richard

Russel, Jennifer Jason Leigh,
Robert De Niro. Plot: Fire-
fighting brothers find themselves.
Word: Great trailer, hopes are
high.

Bill and Ted Go To Hell
(Orion, July)—Director: Peter
Hewitt. Stars: Keanu Reeves,
Alex Winter, George Carlin.
Plot: Title says it all. Word: May
be postponed indefinitely if Orion
goes out of business.

Mark Friedman gives the latest word
on Hollywood's upcoming releases,
including The Naked Gun 11 ½, Spike
Lee's Jungle Fever, and the long-
awaited Return to the Blue Lagoon.

Pryor. Plot: Con man forced to
do community service forced to
care for newly released mental
patient who is also a pathological
liar. Word: Original director
Peter Bogdanovich fired; didn't
I see this on USA network in the
middle of the night a few weeks
ago?
Backdraft (Universal, May

24)—Director: Ron Howard.
Stars: William Baldwin, Kurt

Billy Bath gate (Touchstone,
June 28)—Director: Robert Ben-
ton. Stars: Dustin Hoffman,
Nicole Kidman, Bruce Willis.
Plot: Teenager becomes flunky
for legendary gangster Dutch
Schultz. Based on the novel by
E. L. Doctorow. Word: Talent all
around; should capture adult au-
diences desperate for intelligent
fare.
Bingo! (Tri-Star, August

Barnstormers' Company:
Marital Dilemmas Abound
by Sylvia Alarcon

The musical, whether perform-
ed on a college campus, on
BroAclyxay, or for a soon-to-be-
released film, is a popular genre
probab13/ because it is the most
democratic—it allows a large
group of dancers, singers, and ac-
tors to showcase their talents. It's
also the ideal choice for a spring
production, bringing all types of
people out of their winter
hideouts.
The Barnstormers' spring

musical this year is Company.
Directed and choreographed by
Todd Pearthree, Company allows
us to see old favorites as well as
new talents strutting their stuff on
the Arellano stage.
The action centers around

Robert (Gregory P. Sheahan), af-
fectionately called "Bobby" by
all his married friends. Robert is
a middle-aged eternal bachelor,
who has no problem getting dates
but can't find the right girl to set-
tle down with. Like most of us,
Robert is scared of a permanent
commitment, but at the same
time, he wants someone to take
care of and be with when he gets
older. He is also beginning to
wonder whether he has "missed"
the right girl. He insists that he's
ready for a commitment but
doesn't know whether he wants
somebody "tender and foolish"
or "crazy and frantic."
For the most part, the rest of

the cast is composed of Robert's
well-meaning friends who have
surprise birthday parties for him
every year, invite him over for
dinner, try to fix him up with the
perfect girl, or tell him that the
one he's seeing is not quite right.

As he visits his friends, Robert
keeps doubting the validity of
marriage, asking his male bud-
dies if they're sorry they got mar-
ried. To encourage him, they give
him phone numbers for hot dates,
asking him to tell them the detail
and enjoy his freedom. Robert's
female friends, on the other hand,
worry about him, thinking that he
must be lonely and that he ought
to have a woman. But just when
Robert seems to find someone,
they complain: "isn't she a little
bit, well. . . tacky, dumb, tall?"

In Company, Robert
desperately searches
for a partner, plagued
by friendly advice.

Just like the
rest of us.

The play opens in Robert's
apartment, located in a high-rise
building in New York City. The
lively music, a well-orchestrated
piece for piano, guitar, drums and
keyboards, sets the stage for the
first and central theme song, in
which Robert's friends tell us
what a swell guy he is.
Rebecca Garron plays Joanne,

a rich bitch who has married four
times and can't even remember
her present husband's name. She
has the first memorable line,
summing up her character and
her attitude towards life—
"There's nobody here I want to
meet."

Accepting one of many invita-
tions from his friends, Robert
goes to visit Sarah (Liz Boyer)
and Harry (George Krieger).
Sarah is a highly nervous woman,
obsessed with sweet food,
especially chocolate. Harry, on
the other hand, claims that he is
"on the wagon" because his
drinking has gotten him in trou-
ble. Apparently, they both secret-
ly indulge their habits on the sly.
The "little things they do
together" degenerate into a
wrestling match which lands a
pile of bodies on the floor. Boyer
and Krieger are a highly
believable couple—as Sarah and
Harry, they are so wrapped up in
their competition that they almost
forget about their guest.
The next couple, Susan

(Heather Webb) and Peter (Scott
Cesari) are not as memorable.
While Webb's Southern hospitali-
ty and accent are convincing,
Cesari doesn't seem to have much
of a character to work with.
Susan's story about always fain-
ting probably would have drawn
more laughs if Webb had spoken
a little louder and more slowly.
Sensing Robert's deep

troubles, Jenny (Robin Brillante)
and David (Noel Schively) don't
hesitate to invite him to get ston-
ed with them. Jenny's almost
hysterical monologue about
"talking so much" plays well
against David's trance-like "I'm
potted."
At this point, we are introduc-

ed to the three girls that Robert
has dated. Marta (Irene Shrayb-
man) is lively and aggressive,
while Kathy (Ruth Scrandis)
seems to be more conservative

Continued on page 7
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16)—Director: Matthew Robbins
(Hopkins alum!), Stars: Bingo.
Plot: American life through the
eyes of a heroic dog. Word: Very
funny but very dumb preview;
support our alumni.
Boyz N The Hood (Columbia,

July 12)—Director: John
Singleton. Stars: Larry
Fishburne, Ice Cube. Plot: Slice
of street life in South Central Los
Angeles. Word: Debut of
22-year-old writer/director
Singleton; immediate distrust of
any film with letter N in title.

Child's Play 3 (Universal,
August)—Director: Jack Bender.
Stars: Chucky. Plot: Chucky is a
doll that kills people. Word: Se-
cond installment included tortur-
ing of young doll owner, will be
difficult to top.

City Slickers (Columbia, June
21)—Director: Ron Underwood.
Stars: Billy Crystal, Bruno Kir-
by, Patricia Wettig. Plot: Three
amigos with high pressure careers
sign up for a week-long cattle
drive. Word: From the writers of
Parenthood.
Dice Rules (GS Ent., May

17)—Stars: Andrew Dice Clay.
Plot: Concert Film. Word: Fox
refused to release film last sum-
mer and sold it; aren't Clay's fif-
teen minutes about up?
Doc Hollywood (Warner,

June)—Director Michael Caton-
Jones. Stars: Michael J. Fox.
Plot: Plastic surgeon on way to
Beverly Hills gets stuck in South
Carolina. Word: Last chance for
Fox to move beyond annoying
smirk.
Don't Tell Mom the Babysit-

ter's Dead (Warner, July 12)—
Director: Steven R. Herrick.
Stars: Christina Applegate. Plot:
Mom goes on vacation, babysit-
ter dies, kids whoop it up. Word:
Lame vehicle for sluttish Married

I'll be back: Ah-nie returns to repr se the role t at made him great,
as a nasty and unstoppable cyborg in Terminator 2: Judgement Day.

hope one of children is Toto.
Forever Young (Fox, June)—

Director: Joel Schumacher. Stars:
Julia Roberts, Campbell Scott.
Plot: Young woman nurses dying
friend, falls in and out of love.
Word: Kleenex to be distributed
at door.
Hudson Hawk (Tri-Star, May

24)—Director: Michael
Lehmann. Stars: Bruce Willis,
Danny Aiello, Andie Mac-
Dowell. Plot: World class con-
artist forced
facts for bad guys. Word: Terri-
ble word of mouth; everyone in
Hollywood hates producer Joel
Silver and hopes the movie's a
big bomb.
Jungle F4iger,41,14Mvprsal, Ju-

ly)—Director: Spike Lee. Stars:

Based on the comic book, Rocketeer is the tale of an experimental pilot
who finds a rocket

With Children star.
Double Impact (Columbia,

August 9)—Director: Sheldon
Lettich. Stars: Jean Claude Van
Damme. Plot: Twin brothers take
on Chinese Mafia in Hong Kong
to avenge murder of parents.
Word: Be warned; the muscles
from Brussels wrote this; expect
plenty of witty, insightful
dialogue.
Drowning by Numbers

(Prestige, May)—Director: Peter
greenaway. Stars: Joan
Plowright, Juliet Stevenson, Joely
Richardson. Plot: Three women
from different generations with
same name like to drown people.
Word: From the man who
brought you The Cook, The
Thief. . .
Dutch (Fox, June 21)—

Director: Peter Faiman. Stars: Ed
O'Neill, Jobeth Williams. Plot:
Kooky relationship between blue-
collar man and young relative as
they travel cross-country. Word:
From the grist mill that is the
mind of John Hughes.
Everybody's Fine (Miramax,

May)—Director: Giuseppe Tor-
natore. Stars: Marcello
Mastroianni. Plot: Dying man
corrals his five children for a last
supper. Word: From hot director
of Cinema Paradiso; audiences

pack which allows him to fly.

Annabelle Sciorra, Wesley
Snipes. Plot: Interracial love
story a la Bensonhurst. Film
opens with Lee telling critics who
-call him anti-Semitic to "kiss my
black ass two times."
Lame Ducks (Paramount, Ju-

ly 26)—Director: Andrew
Dugan. Stars: Robert Nelson,
John Turturro. Plot: Paramount
person couldn't remember.
Word: Fact that Paramount per-
son could not remember plot of
own movie is not a good sign.
. Madonna: Truth or Dare
(Miramax, May 17)—Stars:
Madonna, with Warren Beatty in
an unwilling cameo. Plot:
Madonna writhes wildly on a
stage (translation: a concert film.)
Word: Trailer was NC-17
because Madonna talks about
masturbating. 'Nuff said.
Mannequin II: On the Move

(Fox, May 17)—Director: Hart
Ford. Stars: A doll. Plot: Afraid
to ask. Word: Release date keeps
moving back, and may move in-
to eternity; no nifty Starship song
on soundtrack; faces tough bim-
bo competition with Madonna on
opening weekend.
Mobsters (Universal, June)—

Director: Michael Karbelnikoff.
Stars: Christian Slater, Patrick
Dempsey. Richard Grieco. Plot:

Hot young actors play mafia
bosses in their teens. Word: They
pull it off. June cover of Premiere
is assured.
Mom and Dad Save the World

(Warners, August)—Director:
Greg Beeman. Stars: Teri Garr,
Jon Lovitz. Plot: Couple is
zapped across the galaxy and
must save Earth. Word: Earth
isn't worth it.
The Naked Gun 111/2: The

c Pear (Paramount, June
: David Zucker.

Stars: Leslie Nielsen, Priscilla
Presley, Robert Goulet. Plot:
Frank Drebin saves the world—
again. Word: Trouble in post-
production (supposed to be
released in may)„,,INg if its half.
as funny as the preview on the
new Ghost videocassette . . .
101 Dalmatians (Disney, July

12)—Directors: Wolfgang
Reitherman, Hamilton S. Luski,
Clyde Geronimi. Stars: dogs,
dogs, and more dogs. Plot: Ar-
my of animals searches for a kid-
napped litter of puppies. Word:
Expect to see a preview for
Bingo!
Only the Lonely (Fox, May

31)—Director: Chris Columbus.
Stars: John Candy, Ally Sheedy.
Plot: From the mind of John
Hughes (again). I bet it takes
place in Chicago. Word: Another
Home Alone?
Problem Child II (Universal,

July)—Director: Brian Levant.
Stars: John Ritter, Jack Warden,
Michael Oliver. Plot: Little brat
meets his match in problem girl
child. Word: Can't be worse than
first one, but could make just as
much money.
Radio Flyer (Columbia, July

19)—Director: Richard Donner.
Stars: Lorraine Bracco, John
Heard, Elijah Wood. Plot: Two
boys use their little red wagon to
escape life's harsh realities.
Word: Donner (Lethal Weapon)
paid $5 million to direct after
screenwriter David Mickey
Evans was fired; first film given
green light after Guber/Peters
took over Columbia; should be
huge hit.
Regarding Henry (Paramount,

July I2)—Director: Mike
Nichols. Stars: Harrison Ford,
Annette Bening. Plot: Man
almost killed in robbery changes
his life. Word: Will make Ben-
ing a star.
Return to the Blue Lagoon

(Columbia, August 2)—Director:
William Graham. Stars: Milla
Jovovich, Brian Krause. Plot:
Love child from original film
hooks up with beautiful grade
schooler and they get it on.
Word: Much will be made of
newcomers Jovovich and Krause,
the result of extensive nationwide
search; watch for cameo by
Brooke Shields as vengeful has-
been actress who slaughters the
two (just kidding).
Robin Hood: Prince of

Thieves (Warner, June 14)—
Director: Kevin Reynolds. Stars:
Kevin Costner, Morgan
Freeman, Mary Elizabeth
Mastrontonio. Plot: Lt. John

Continued on page 7
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Bell's Doctor Sleep:
A Hypnotic Tale
by Christopher Bonanos

It takes a certain courage, or at
least disdain for critics, to title
your new novel Doctor Sleep.
Titles like this can make for
headlines that write themselves
and lots of nasty critics' catch-
phrases. I'm sure some critic is
going to write an unfavorable
review just to get all of his it-put-
me-to-sleep wisecracks into print.
But he'll only deny himself and

his audience a pleasure, for
Madison Smartt Bell's new book
is a beautifully and elegantly writ-
ten work. Bell has often given his
characters unusual twists or
vocations—one short story told
from the viewpoint of a white
mouse comes to mind—and
Adrian Crother, the narrator of

Bell's protagonist is
a hypnotherapist

incapable of
examining his own
thoughts and fears.

Doctor Sleep is no exception.
Adrian is a hypnotist, with a
private therapy practice and a
weekend stage act. He's moved
from New York to London to
start his life over; he has no visa,
but Scotland Yard finds his skills
useful for extracting confessions
and thus protects him from
deportation.
As the novel begins, Adrian

has trouble sleeping and, in fact,
has been up for five days. When
his lover, Clara, suddenly moves
out of his apartment, Adrian's
already fuzzy outlook becomes
muddled even further. The few
days' span of the novel brings out
many details of Adrian's past and
present lives which I won't
reveal. Bell intends them to come
to the reader gradually, forming
and fleshing out the character as
the story progresses. The sur-
rounding characters are all
somewhat thin, but by design—
the novel is about Adrian himself,

the hypnotherapist who is in-
capable of examining his own in-
ner thoughts and fears.

Bell's prose varies from quite
straightforward to convoluted and
mysterious. The switches are sud-
den and irregular, but conform
roughly to Adrian's days and
nights. Anyone who's ever stayed
up for a few days will perfectly
understand the mental state Bell
is trying to project. Moreover,
the two styles of writing both
work—the lucid portions are tight
and brisk, and the more surreal
passages avoid sounding silly.
Few readers will entirely unders-
tand the allusions to Hermetic
myth and medieval cosmology.
But even us shallow types can ap-
preciate the ideas about the
passage of time, about night and
day, and about the ancient stories
that surround Adrian's profession
itself.
Several subplots recur

throughout the novel, some more
successful than others. I enjoyed
the frequent visits by one of
Adrian's patients and the gradual
uncovering of her mangled
psyche. But a running story about
Adrian's pet snake ended with a bit
of cheesy symbolism that struck
me as banal. More convincing is
Adrian's involvement with the
martial arts—think about some-
one who hasn't slept in a week
trying to practice his karate and
the appeal becomes clear.

Students who have taken
Madison Bell's fiction classes in
the Writing Seminars tell me that
he is especially helpful with the
"nitty-gritty" details of
writing—structure, character and
the like. Doctor Sleep gives the
same impression—my very few
criticisms concern ideas rather
than writing. Can I give any
greater praise than to say that a
book about sleep and hypnosis
kept me awake until five a.m.?

Doctor Sleep
by Madison Smartt Bell
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1991
$19.95

Barnstormers' Musical Company
Continued from page 6

and timid. Scrandis' voice seems
to have suffered from the singing,
becoming slightly rough. April
(Deborah Weathersby) is a ditzy
but likeable stewardess. Never-
theless, they all think that Bobby
is a tricky, crazy person and
wonder where his "loose connec-
tion" is.

Marta's song, which describes
a "city of strangers," gives many
reasons for Robert's lack of luck
in the dating scene, appropriate-
ly asking, "Did you get my
message?" While April claims
that she's too dumb and boring
and leaves in the middle of the
date, Kathy explains that she's
leaving New York to be a good
wife even though she's not in
love. Marta seems to be the most
energetic of the three, claiming
that New York is. the Center of
the World, the perfect place for
someone like her.
While Robert searches for a

bride of his own, he is asked to
be the best man for a soon-to-be-
married couple, Amy (Nancy
Werner) and Paul (Dave
Savolaine). While the rest of the
"company" is singing a church-
like dirge about "bless this day,
bless this bride," Amy is slowly

growing hysterical, explaining to
a seemingly-deaf audience that
she's not getting married.
Werner's portrayal of the
neurotic bride-to-be is right on the
mark—she grabs the audience
(and her fiancee's) attention and
then dismisses it, saying "a per-
son can't stand all that affection."

Still doubtful and still thirty-
something, Robert remains the
"one constant in a world of
variables." He's everybody's
pal, the one that everyone con-
fides in, telling him the secrets
they keep from one another. But
in spite of his confusion, he is
grateful for having such great
friends. After all, he feels that
"one is lonely, two is bor-
ing . . . but three's company, safe
and cheery."
However, Robert surprises us and

outwits his friends, having a night
of passion with the stewardess.
Unfortunately, morning comes
and she has to leave to go to
Barcelona. Even though Robert
asks her to "put her wings down
to stay, " he is not too pleased
when she does.
In the midst of Robert's tur-

moil, Jenny (Rebecca Garron)
and Larry (Tim Woodward) take
him to a club. Jenny goes on a

Memberg'oF the' Hopkins Dance .Corhfiany pertorm‘mits.unnuai
Concert, held last weekend. ,Tiot .1 II V)(11

diatribe against "girls who stay
smart, girls who play wife,"
while her husband dances the
night away. Jenny does not loose
the opportunity to propose a night
of passion to Robert, saying
"you're the kind of man most
women want, but never get."
Robert doesn't accept the pro-
position, surprising himself by
asking "who will I take care of?"
Does Robert finally get mar-

ried? The show's variety of songs
and characters trace Robert's
changing attitudes towards tying
the knot, until the end. And even
if Robert remains confused and
ambiguous towards marriage, the
show is well worth your time and
money. The Barnstormers will be
putting it on again this coming
weekend as part of the Spring
Fair activities.

Arts' 1991 Summer
Movie Preview

Continued from page 6

Dunbar robs from rich and gives
to poor. Word: Costner! Costner!
Costner! They're already count-
ing the money.
The Rocketeer (Disney, June

21)—Director: Joe Johnston.
Stars: William Campbell, Jen-
nifer Connelly, Alan Arkin. Plot:
1938 experimental pilot finds
rocket pack allowing him to fly.
Based on comic book series.
Word: Ludicrous; probably will
be big hit.
Rover Dangerfield (Warner,

June)—Director: Jim George,
Bob Feeley. Stars: An animated
dog. Plot: The dog talks like
Rodney Dangerfield. Word: See
101 Dalmatians, Bingo!
Soapdish (Paramount, May

31)—Director: Michael Hoff-
man. Stars: Sally Field, Kevin
Kline, Whoopi Goldberg, Robert
Downey Jr. Plot: Spoof of soap
operas. Word: funny, but not
good summer movie.
Stone Cold (Columbia, May

17)—Director: Craig R. Baxley.
Stars: Brian Bosworth, Lance
Henriksen. Plot: Undercover cop
must infiltrate a gang of outlaw
bikers. Word: Apparently, studio
execs and theater owners love
Bosworth's debut, but they also
loved Richard Grieco's flop last
month.
Terminator 2: Judgment Day

(Tri-Star, July 3)—Director:
James Catneron : $turs',. :A t-nold:A
Schwarzeneggar,' Linda*
Hami1tbn:4' Plot? 'N:thtt v4gt5eg'
back in time from 1997 armaged-

don to detroy child of Sarah Con-
ner. Word: $90 million dollar
budget a record; makes it virtual-
ly impossible for film to succeed
(turn a profit).

Thelma and Louise (MGM,
August)—Director: Ridley Scott.
Stars: Geena Davis, Susan Saran-
don. Plot: Easy Rider with
women. Word: The film is great,
but MGM can't release it because
they're broke.
True Identity (Touchstone,

May)—Director: Charles Lane.
Stars: Lenny Henry, Anne-Marie
Johnson. Plot: Man who
discovers mafia leader is still
alive must go undercover to
prove theory when no one
believes him. Word: Lane
(Sidewalk Stories) is a critic fave,
but star-less film will be lost in
Hollywood shuffle.
Warshawski (Hollywood, Ju-

ly 19)—Director: Jeff Kanew.
Stars: Kathleen Turner, Charles
Durning. Plot: Private eye joins
forces with thirteen year old girl
to solve murder. Word: Turner
couldn't handle it; another bomb
for Disney's newest division.
What About Bob?

(Touchstone, June 24)—Director:
Frank Oz. Stars: Richard
Dreyfuss, Bill Murray, Julie
Hagerty. Plot: Neurotic zany
follows his shrink on a vacation.
Word: Murray was extremely dif-
ficult on the picture; written by
Tofri Sclitflitan (Dead. Poets
Sotlety) befiRehis emanciriation
frairD riney.

r-

APARTMENT FOR RENT

"THE MAYFAIR"

3 East 33rd St. (1/2 blk. from campus)

3 BR, 2 Bths, rear patio,

spacious rooms, roach free.

$ 915/month - includes Heat

532-8580

235 W. READ STREET
LIMITED DELIVERY AREA
MINIMUM DELIVERY $5.75
FREE DELIVERY

PHONE 462-3662
FAX 462-3665

Pr71112.
TOPPINGS

16" PIZZA   8.50   1.30 each
12" PAN PIZZA   6.99   1.00 each
12" PIZZA   5.75   1.00 each
8" PIZZA  3.99   .50 each
16" VEGGIE 13.75
16" SAMPLER 14.95
12" VEGGIE  9.75
12" SAMPLER 10.75

PEPSI, omit' PEPSI 12 OZ. CANS .65

$2.00 OFF
ANY 16" PIZZA
WITH 2 OR MORE TOPPINGS

Not Valid With any Other Offer

FREE 6-PACK OF
PEPSI

WITH 16" PIZZA

A N D :
You Might Conjure Up More Than A
Free Computer At PRC's Technical
Symposium & Open House
Saturday, April 27
10 am - 12 pm or 1 pm - 3 pm
If you're a graduating senior or college junior, who has a
wizardly way with technical subjects, don't miss PAC's
Technical Symposium and Open House. Here, dynamic
career opportunities and internships will appear before your
eyes along with chances to win one of three Macintosh
Classics. Sponsored by America's fourth largest profession-
al and technical services firm, this event could have a spell-
binding effect on your future.

Don't miss this chance to meet one-on-one with PRC's tech-
nical professionals and see for yourself what makes
American technology so magical. You can discuss the lat-
est industry trends, hottest technologies, and many career
options. Technical areas of interest include:

• Management Information
Systems

• Computer Science
• Decision Science
• Computer Information
Systems

• Systems Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering
• Marine Engineering
• Electrical Engineering
• Computer Science
Engineering

We also want to talk to candidates majoring in

• Finance • Accounting
• Economics • English
• Communications • Business Administration
• Liberal Arts

You can participate in:

• Demonstrations Of State-Of-The-Art Technology,
Including Image Systems, Artificial Intelligence,
And Open Systems Architecture

• The chance to win a Macintosh Classic
• T-Shirt Give-Aways
• And More!

We can provide the right resources and the right challenges
for you to create magic at PRC. Find out how at our
Technical Symposium & Open House, Saturday, April
27, 1991, 10:00 am to 12:00 pm or 1:00 pm to 3:00 pm.
Be sure to bring a current resume.

Call for complete information and directions on our 24
hour hotline. In order to reserve your place among
21st century magicians you must call 1-800-253-7012.

If you are unable to attend, you may send your resume to:
PRC Inc., P.O. Box 9581, McLean, VA 22102-0581. An
equal opportunity employer, m/f/h/v.

PREWITH 3 OR MORE TOPPINGS
Not Valid With any Other Offer
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Passport '91

Happy 20th,
Spring Fair!
by Judy Chow

Passport '91: A Trip Around
the World marks the twentieth an-
niversary of a Hopkins tradition.
Those who remember the earliest
years of Spring Fair say it has
evolved in both its size and scope.

According to Gerald Bates, co-
chair of the first Spring Fair in
1972, then called 3400 on Stage,
the idea for a Fair was an attempt
to "bring excitement to the
campus."
"I was president of the Student

Council then, and we wanted
something for the undergrad,
because the campus was kind of
dead. Dea Kline was with the
Community Affairs Office and
she thought it was a great idea.
We decided to go forward with
it."

Director of Community Affairs
Dea Kline said that the first Fair
grew out of and was
modeled after Community Day,
held only once in October of
1971. It was one of several pro-
grams sponsored by the Com-
munity Impact Project. That pro-
ject was created in 1971 at a time
when there were increased ten-
sions between neighborhood
residents and Hopkins students.
The project's main objective

was "to bring University and
community people together, to
close generation and cultural
gaps, and to provide a basis for
understanding through a variety
of programs."

Kline said that "we thought it
would continue as an ad-
ministrative function, but it was
much more satisfying to see the
students take over and run it their
own way." She also noted dif-
ferences between the two events.
"Community Day was a way

of reaching out. Spring Fair took
on its own personality. It was a
celebration," she said.
"From the beginning," Kline

explained, " '3400 On Stage' was
a concept. We were showcasing

the University. The important
thing now is that people know
you come on campus. Before, we
had to convince people they were
welcome. It was almost as if there
were a wall around the campus.
Once you've reached out and
people feel welcome, you don't
really need it anymore. But '3400
On Stage' was important in the
beginning."
Events at the first Spring Fair

included exhibits by the Depart-
ments of Chemistry and Physics
and Astronomy, tours of campus,
an antique car contest, lectures by
Hopkins professors, an art exhibit
at the Baltimore Museum of Art,
poetry readings by students in the
Department of Writing Seminars,
and a showing of "Mr. Smith
Goes to Washington." Kline ex-
plained that initially, "it was
more academic."
According to Bates, planning

for the first Fair was divided up
into many areas.
"We got different people in

charge of different things," he
said. "One person was in charge
of food and he contacted all the
food vendors. Another got all the
choirs on the steps of Shtiver
Hall. As people came up with
new ideas, they'd agree to be
chairman of that department and
as it went, the momentum built."
However, Spring Fair was not

without its detractors. Bates said
"some people thought it was a
waste of time. But none of them
cared enough to stop it."

In addition, people were con-
cerned about the grounds, Kline
said. With a lot of people on cam-
pus, grass gets trampled and
"there is always the potential for
vandalism," she said.
Kline said that the Spring Fair

faced more challenge than did
Community Day.
"Community Day had an in-

herent dignity about it," Kline
said. "It was not perceived as
much fun, but more information,
hospitality, and education. There

were not objections to
ty Day."
But with the new University

President Steven Muller's seal of
approval, Kline said '3400 On
Stage' had "commitment at the
top". Then-mayor William
Donald Schaefer also issued a
proclamation on April 19, 1972
designating April 21-23, 1972 as
"The Johns Hopkins University
Contemporary Festival Week" in
Baltimore. Since then, the Fair
has been proclaimed by the
mayor each year.
Bates did not think the Fair

would be continued. He said the
next Student Council president
was "very noncommital" and so
he "thought that was the end of
it."
However, "several years

later," he said, "Steven Muller
saw me at'an affair, and he said
'It's the biggest event all year.'
It really feels good that you had
an idea that turned out to be a suc-
cessful one."
Today, Spring Fair draws ap-

proximately 40,000 people a day,
according to Major Robert
Larkin, director of Security. "It's
one great event, a family thing.

Continued on page 10

Communi-

Arts and Crafts,
Non-Profit Groups
& Other Cool Stuff
by Erica Gum

Need a new pair of earrings?
Or a tie-dye shirt? Interested in
human rights, animal rights, or
abortion rights? Spring Fair can
satisfy all of these needs and
interests—just head for the arts &
crafts and non-profit booths.
Crafts booths selling

everything from jewelery and
new and vintage clothing to pot-
tery and other artwork can be
found on both the upper and
lower quads. Be warned that
prices tend to be on the expensive
side, but your money does go
directly to the artisan. One booth
not to miss is the man selling all
sorts of wooden toys.
The non-profit groups are ex-

clusively on the lower quad. The

majority are from the communi-
ty and have a political or issue-
oriented focus, such as Right to
Life or Amnesty International.
Most have literature to distribute,
but some have t-shirts or other
items for sale.

Several Hopkins student groups
also have non-profit booths. This
year the Students for
Environmental Action and the
Canterbury Club are just two of
the participating organizations.
Several fraternities also have
booths to raise money for charity.
So visit the bank machine, then

visit the craft and non-profit
booths. You may leave a bit
poorer, but you will probably feel
better off, and you will leave with
something that lasts longer than
just a full stomach.

Spring Fair Highlights:
Well Isn't That Special
by Evelyn Jerome

Spring Fair will open in gran-
diose style this year, according to
Special Events co-chairs Lisa
Scorsolini and Paul Robinson. To
celebrate the twentieth anniver-
sary of Spring Fair, the opening
ceremonies, with honorary
Mistress of Ceremonies Carolyn
MacEnrue of WBAL TV-11 will
be "better than ever," said
Robinson.

Instead of the controversial
balloon launch that has accom-
panied previous Fairs, this year's
opening will showcase a hot air
balloon ascension, operated by
balloonman Ed Heltshe at noon
on Friday. The balloon will rise
above Garland Field. Scorsolini
commented that the balloon is
supposed to remind onlookers of
"Around the World in 80 Days,"
in keeping with the theme of
"Passport '91: A Trip Around
the World."
On Saturday, Heltshe will of-

fer tethered balloon flights to
Spring Fair visitors for five
dollars per person, with the pro-
ceeds going to the Special Olym-
pics. All balloon activities, of
course, depend on the weather.
To usher Fair in musically, the

Hopkins Modern Brass Quintet
will play in front of Garland
Field. The patio, previously
Garland Stage, has been renam-
ed Stouffer Stage, to honor a
generous donation to Spring Fair
from the Stouffer Harborplace
Hotel. President Richardson will
give a welcome address to begin
the festivities. Also as part of the
opening ceremonies WBAL
TV-11 weatherman John Collins
will give his noon forecast from
Stouffer Stage.
The Special Events committee

"scoured the city ,"claims

Robinson, to find cultural groups
to entertain Fair visitors. Such
groups include the Ameci
Dancers (an Italian group), an
Irish step-dancing group,
Tropical Heat (a Caribbean steel
band), a Lithuanian Dance group,
and many other organizations.
The exhibitions will take place
between llam and 5pm on Satur-
day and Sunday, and times for
each group's demonstration will
be listed in the Fair program.
Both co-chairs thought that the
demonstrations were an excellent
extension of the theme, and are
"hoping for good weather and
good turnout."

Annual events include the Dog
Show and the Car Show, tradi-
tions which will continue un-
changed this year. Chester
Wickwire will present a dog
frisbee catch at 10am on Satur-
day and a dog show at 1 pm on
Sunday on Levering Patio. The
car show, operated by Edward
Winfelder, will be in front of the
MSE library, and entrance fees
will be donated to the Johns
Hopkins Children's Center.
Another annual event is the 8K

Famished, Folks? Feed on Fair Food
by Jeanne Marie Grunwell

Spring Fair patrons eager to get
a taste—in the literal sense—of
Passport '91 won't be disap-
pointed when it comes to the
variety of foods and beverages
which will be available for con-
sumption. True to this year's
theme, vendors and students will
sell food ranging from Japanese,
Korean, and Mexican, to Kosher
food, to more traditional
American fare for those who
prefer not to be overly daring.
As in the past, Pepsi will be the

soda distributor, with a number
of booths scattered around cam-
pus for all those who are sure to
work up a thirst during the
festivites. In addition, the Beer
Garden will offer the usual ,
Coors, Coors Lite, and Killian's
Irish Red, and this year, Beck's
will also be available. According

to Beer/Soda Chairs John Howell
and Brian Newcomb, beer prices
will range from $1.25 for Coors
to $2.00 for Beck's.
Meanwhile, Food Chairs

Reshma Shah and Susan Willis
have instituted a number of
changes that are sure to delight
newcomers and veteran fair-goers
alike. In addition to including
several new vendors and different
types of food, this year the Fair
has spread to encompass an ad-
ditional section of campus. The
area on the upper quad between
Remsen and Mergenthaler will
now house seven food vendors,
as well as several antiques
booths. Explains Willis, "We're
trying to make more of the cam-
pus involved."
Also involved in this plan is the

patio of the MSE Library, where
a vendor will run a sort of sit-
down cafe this year. According

to Willis, this will be "the first
time you can buy food at the fair
and have a sit-down place to eat
it. . . That's why it's so special."
Well-travelled fairgoers will cer-
tainly appreciate having such a
place to rest their weary bones,
among other things.

All things considered, though,
the most important type of
passport involved here is pro-
bably not the most obvious one.
Great food at a reasonable price,
rare as it is, is a sure ticket
straight to any Hopkin's student's
heart. Freshmen in particular,
looking for a respite from the
Terrace Room, should take heart.
As Willis concludes, at Spring
Fair, "you can eat well on a stu-
dent's budget." And what could
possibly be more appealing than
that?

Race, co-chaired by Elisa
Garvey, Melissa Goldstein, and
Townsend Miller-Jones. The race
begins at 9am Sunday, and a 1
mile walk will begin at 9:10.
Runners and walkers each receive
an 8K T-shirt and a brunch given
by Stouffer Harborplace Hotel
after the race. There will also be
a drawing for prizes, including
Sony Watchman TV's, dinner
certificates, and passes to local
museums.
Major sponsorship for the race

was provided by WBAL TV,
Maryland National Bank, and
Stouffer's. The proceeds from the
race, mostly from the registration

fees, will go to the Community
Development Center, a Baltimore
low-income housing project.

Registration for the race will
continue until 8:30 am on Sunday
at the Athletic Center, and Race
coordinators will be available
from 10 to 6 Saturday at the
Spring Fair Publicity Booth, bet-
ween the Upper and Lower
Quads. According to Elisa
Garvey, an "anonymous dona-
tion" has been made to cover the
registration fees of "runners af-
filiated with JHU, including
students, staff, and faculty." In-
cluded are a T-shirt, the brunch,
and the run or walk. This
anonymous sponsorship will
cover only 500 runners or
walkers, and Garvey expects that
JHU students will quickly take
advantage of this opportunity.
The race course will lead run-

ners from the Athletic Center
down Charles Street to 29th, and
down Howard. Runners will
enter Druid Hill Park and loop
through, returning to the Athletic
Center via San Martin Drive and
University Parkway. The walk-
ing route will go from the
Athletic Center down Charles to
Art Museum Drive and back up
Charles again.
The 8K Race and Special

Events co-chairs have invested
much time and planning into the
events and also hope for good
weather and high participation.
They want to make Spring Fair
'91 your "Passport" to fun!
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All's Fair in the Games
Passport Playtime for Young'uns of All Ages
by Per Jambeck

Is your stay at Camps Hopkins
lacking in fun and games? Fear
not, gentle reader, for this
weekend's "Passport '91"
Spring Fair promises to be ab-
solutely rife with frolics.

In keeping with the Fair's
theme of international explora-
tion, the Fair Games committee
prepared travel-oriented ac-
tivities. Most notably, par-
ticipants will be able to compete
in a mock America's Cup, a Tour
de France bicycle race, a
Rickshaw Race, and an obstacle
relay.
A new addition to the Fair

Games lineup is the incorporation
of a Corporate Games division.
"This year we've gotten teams
from local businesses to par-
ticipate," explained Co-Chair
Lauren Macan. "The corpora-
tions will be in the same games
as everyone else. We're just try-
ing to get the community more
involved."

Getting participants for the
Corporate Games has been "the
hardest part" of setting up, accor-
ding to Macan. However, several
local businesses have joined in the
Games. Amongst those who have
signed on are Micro Computer
Center, Apple Computers, and,
for power tool fans, Black and
Decker.
The refrain of the Fair Games

committee seems to be that the
turnout has been disappointing so
far. "We haven't gotten as many
people as we'd like," said
Macan. "I don't know if people
just aren't aware of it, but we're
going to go and drop some ap-
plications off."
Competitors in the games stand

to win compact disc players and
gifts from Apple Computer. The
corporate teams can win prizes
for their parent organizations in-
cluding catered breakfasts and
free temporary help.

The committee will unleash all and Doo Bee, the Romper Room
of its unadulterated fun on Satur- insect with a message.
day, April 20, at the Beach. The Performers will mostly be
corporate games will be held clowns, arts and crafts, and the
first, from 11 am to 1 pm. traditional child entertainers. "As
Regular teams will compete from much as we want to keep it to the
2 to 4 pm, after being charged theme (Passport '91)," said Das,
$10 per team of four at the 1 pm "we don't want to stray too much
registration. Students and from what kids enjoy."
members of all Hopkins depart- However, Especially for Kids is
ments are invited to take part in working on getting some
the games. storytellings from other
But Spring Fair isn't just for countries.

grown-up campers. The Finally, Especially for Kids is
"Especially for Kids" committee offering what Co-Chair Das
is gearing up for a weekend that described as "fabulous prizes."
local children will enjoy as much What constitutes "fabulous
as their student counterparts. prizes?" "Mattel toys, some GI

Especially for Kids, chaired by
Mona Das and Lauren MarcuS,
has a weekend's worth of
children's activities ready for the
Fair. Of note are a mock-up of
the Berlin Wall for kids to deface,
and a miniature Orient Express.
The Orient Express is made up of
three small train cars in which
children can play. "Kids love to
climb in and out of things," said
Das.
Performers will also be on

hand to keep the young guests
entertained. Organized perfor-
mances will be given at specific
times, listed on a daily schedule,
but the other activities will be
running throughout the entire
Fair. Some characters appearing
at the Fair will include MacGruff
the Crime Dog, Jo-Jo the Clown,

Itiff; itefatKP.:4 el50,4.3wwinw
ostly educational thTngs.

The creation of Especially for
Kids has been anything but dull.
Das described it as "very spon-
taneous," since the committee,
with assistance from a Franklin
Siechrest of Vernon, dealt with
the schedules of the individual
performers and the new, smaller
space between the Eisenhower
Library and the freshman dorms.
"Franklin Siechrest is in

charge of all the games," said
Das. "He's like a sub-chair under
our chair. He's great."
So what is the bottom line on

games at the Spring Fair? "Lots
of balloons," warned Das. ",For
the most part, keep it fun."

Filipiak. The concerts will begin
at 10:30 in the morning on Satur-
day and continue until 4:30 or
5:30 pm. On Sunday, perfor-
mances will last from noon to 5
pm. There will be no bands per-
forming during the daytime on
Friday since classes will still be
in session. The Co-Chairs could
not give us a precise performance
schedule since time slots are sub-
ject to change.

In addition, daytime entertain-
ment includes a dance troup and
cultural activities program on the
Stouffer stage in Garland. This
event is organized by the Com-
mittee of Special Events and is
sponsored by Stouffer Hotels.

Party Night and Day
Plan to Rock Around the Clock at the Fair
by Fariah Khan

With the spectacular acts lined
up for entertainment at Spring
Fair, "everyone will walk away
satisfied," claims Nighttime
Entertainment Committee Co-
Chair, Jamie Attenburg. The har-
binger of this year's entertain-
ment agenda will be a series of
short films shown at Shriver Hall
from 8 to 10 pm Friday night.
Admissions charge to the film
series is $1 and the proceeds will
benefit the Baltimore Independent
Filmmakers, who are the pro-
ducers of these films. Attenburg
said, "The films are made by
people here in Baltimore and it is
really important that they get this
kind of exposure. We are lucky
to be able to show them."

Also on Friday night, there will
be four concerts in Levering Hall.
The groups Ten Times Big and
Final Chapter will perform in the
Great Hall while Flight of Mavis
and Uncle Tupelo perform in the
Glass Pavillion. On Saturday
night, Abby Normal and The
Pearl Fishers will hold concerts
in the Great Hall while Scram and
Uprising perform in the Glass
Pavillion. There will also be a
jazz band in the RATT. Both the
Friday and Saturday night
musical events will begin at 9 pm
and have a cover charge of $3
with college I.D.
Attenburg emphasized the

diversity of the musical groups.
She described Scram and Upris-
ing as a "high-energy funk act"
and as "one of the best Reggae
acts on the East Coast." She also
mentioned that Final Chapter is
a Rap/Dance act that has ap-
peared on "Showcase at the
Apollo," and Uncle Tupelo
opened for the Replacements on
campus recently. "I don't think
anyone will be disappointed with
the performances," said Atten-
burg. Her Co-Chair, Todd
Coery, could not be reached for
comment.

As for the daytime entertain-
ment, Daytime Committee Co-
Chairs, Beth Fox and Kelly
Gebo, say that they pretty much
got to "choose what we wanted."
According to Fox, daytime enter-
tainment will include jazz bands,
a rumba club, and a steel drum
band. College bands from
Hopkins, Peabody, and Loyola
will be performing as well as
local acts like Dave Mattheis,
Mike White and Karen Goldberg.
Furthermore, the Co-Chairs are
very excited about some new
groups appearing at Hopkins
Spring, Fir for the first time. This
list includes KWYJIBO, Two
Legs, Terra Nova and Karl

9f12

Is "Political Correctness"
killing independent
thought and speech on
America's -Nimowiairm
campuses?

ILLIBERAL
EDUCATION 

The Politics of Race
and Sex on Campus
By Dinesh D'Souza

"Recounts, in a manner both responsible
and chilling, the atrocities that ravage our
campuses. Whatever your politics, read it."

—Eugene D. Genovese, The New Republic
"...perhaps the best account of the multi-
cultural follies that we have had so far."

—David Rieff, New York Newsday

$19.95 at bookstores now or call 1-800-323-7445
to place your credit card order

!
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It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night.

It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few
short hours to learn your sun spas from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.

On the other hand, Vivarin Oyes you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.

If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar
system faster, too,.

Revive with VIVARIN:

\MARI
for fast plocUp -safe ascoffee

Fri THE FREE PRESS
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20 Years of Fair
Continued from page 8

The traffic just gets so heavy."
"Students always complain that

there's no working together at
JHU," Larkin said. "But Spring
Fair brings all the students
together. Everyone is working
together, involved together, hav-
ing fun together. I'm always im-
pressed with the performance our
students put on. These are the
students we normally don't meet
in Security."

Larkin explained that although
Spring Fair means longer hours
for his officers, there are a
"minimum of problems" during
the three-day event.
"Years ago, they used to sell

beer all around campus, and we
had to put up with nasty people.
But we rarely made an arrest.
And it was never a Hopkins stu-
dent," Larkin said. He also noted
that the police give Fair-goers
some latitude because they
"understand that, sometimes,
people just get desperate."

Larkin said that be ,L came
to Hopkins, streakers would run
through the Fair but nobody paid
.any attention to them. "So they
walked through and still nobody
paid any attention to them," he
said. "And that was the end of
the problem.
"Another time," Larkin add-

ed, "some kids decided to swim
[in the pond] in the President's,,,.,, Veterans of Spring Fair each

Garden." As a result, he said, a I have their own memories of past

double fence is placed around it. Fairs.
"But if that's our biggest pro- Assistant Director of Student

blem, we're doing well," he said. Activities Jane Gentil particular-

Larkin also noted that "some ly remembers Liberty '88.

people have used Fair as a stage "It was Saturday," she said,

for political purposes. We used "and the U.S. Third Infantry,

to have the Communist Party referred to as the 'Old Guard,'

come, and anti-war protestors. was performing on Garland

KEEP YOUR LIFE IN SHAPE

To be added soon to the many features

for living at THE CARLYLE:

THE CARLYLE

ROOFTOP FITNESS CENTER

Scheduled for opening May 15th, 1991

Free use for all residents

Still available, a limited supply of

one- and two-bedroom apartments.

Let us show you.

THE CARLYLE

500 W. UNIVERSITY PKWY.

Now they can go get a booth.
You get pro-life and pro-choice,
side by side."

Special Assistant to the Dean of
Homewood Schools Services
Mary Ellen Porter remembers a
time when Fair was still small
enough for plays to be per-
formed outdoors at the Fair.
"In the beginning, it was a

whole lot easier to walk around,
because there were fewer
crowds," she said. "In '74, they
did an outside performance of
'The Wizard of Oz,' and in '75,
it was 'Alice in Wonderland.'
They'd do one scene, move, and
do another. I don't think you can
do it anymore. It's so crowded
now."

Porter also remembers when
fairs were closed on Sunday
nights with fireworks.
"It was great, but logistically,

it was a headache," she said.
"We had to worry about getting
people and cars out of the way
and if it rained, you [couldn't] do
't, and you [couldn't] get the
money back."
"Over the years, the Fair

grew," Porter added. "All the
groups of students each year had
different things they wanted to
add. The Fair expanded in size
and number of students involved
and in the scope of activities in
it.

Field. A bunch of us were watch-
ing them perform in winter coats
and it was snowing so badly,
blizzard-like."

Precipitation seems to be a con-
stant throughout much of Spring
Fair's history.
Kline wishes she had not had

"to see the days when we've been
rained out. You see people try-
ing to keep going with the bad
weather. But that's the risk you
take."
"The first day of the [first]

Fair, it rained," Bates said, "and
we were disappointed. But Sun-
day, it was sunny and it was in
the 70s. The people came up to
me and said, 'This is really fan-
tastic.' They said, 'This campus
has never been so alive.' "

Porter believes the Fair's best
qualities are "how pleasant it is
to sit on the grass on a Saturday
afternoon and to see the variety
of people that come to Fair, to
take a deep breath and smell food
from half a dozen different coun-
ti ies, and to think how rewarding
it is for all the students who work
on it."

Larkin told how he met a
relative for the first time at Fair.
"One time, long ago, I was

thrown into the fishpond [in the slow
President's Garden] at the end of
the Spring Fair," he said. "A
young lady in her fourth year had
been thrown in ahead of me.
When we got out, we were stand-
ing there soaking wet, and she
said to me, 'Are you Major
Larkin?' I said yes, and she in-
troduced herself.
"She was my daughter-in-

law's sister. She had been in to
see me a few times, but I was

Continued on page 12
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Cuz'in It and Stressface
Talk About Passport '91

Continued from page 2

cert sometime in October.
Rich: If you've got a band, we've
got all the machinery to put up a
concert in place at Hopkins.
Kelly: In addition, as usual, one
of the major disappointments is
of course the five-day weather
forescast. Having looked at it, it
looks like it's going to rain on
Friday and that's not a good
thing.
N-L: What noticeable changes
can we expect to see at this Fair?
Rich: Well, one of the big ones,
I think, will be Rowland cafe on
MSE Terrace which wasn't there
before so that's a change. That
should be nice.
Kelly: It's a sit-down cafe catered
by Monroe Zeffert, a graduate of
Johns Hopkins as well as an alum
of Sig Ep.
Rich: Sigma Phi Epsilon frater-
nity will be acting as waiters for
the cafe.
Kelly: We felt that it was an im-
portant thing to have some place
where Fair-goers could sit down,
have a meal, and enjoy watching
Fair as well as walking through
Fair.
Rich: The race should be a lot
bigger than it was in past years.
People who have been to the race
will probably notice a marked
change. In addition, we'll have a
brunch at the end of it, which is
also sponsored by Stouffers and
there will be television coverage
and I believe the mayor's going
to be there, kicking it off . . . The
race is a much bigger deal than
it was in the past.
Kelly: Fair games is also open to
corporations this year. We're try-
ing to raise money for the
Mayor's Campaign on
Literacy . . . The entry fee will go
directly to the Mayor's Campaign
and the grand prize will be a
catered breakfast in the winner's
office, as well as first prize: eight
hours of temporary services from
Kelly Services. We feel that this
is an important change to Spring
Fair because after twenty years,
we feel we should give something
back to the community from
which we draw.
N-L: What older or traditional at-
tractions will not be seen this
year?
Rich: Well, that would be the
midway. The midway in past
years has been somewhat ail-
ing. . . Student groups that were
doing it generally lost a lot of
money. So, instead, this year we
have transformed that area into a
general food, arts & crafts, an-
tiques space. We have a profes-
sional company doing the mid-
way booths which will be located
with the big amusement rides.
There won't be the helium
balloon ascension this year due to
environmental concerns. Instead,
we're going to have a big hot-air
balloon, which is a lot cooler
anyway.
N-L: Where did the Passport '91
theme come from?
Kelly: I had studied abroad last
year and travelling had become
a very important part of my life
and I decided to incorporate it
somehow into Spring Fair. When
I approached Rich with some
ideas, we bounced them off one
another until finally we came up
with Passport '91: A Trip Around
the World.
Rich (sarcastically): I thought it
was possibly the best idea I had
ever heard of in my life and im-
mediately endorsed it.
N-L: Are there any events
planned just for students this
year?
Kelly: Certainly.
Rich: Of course. Why, as
always, Nighttime activities will
be just for students. If you don't
have a college ID you can't .get
in. We're very excited about this
year's Nighttime entertainment,
which will include such exciting
bands as . . .
Kelly: . . . Uncle Tupelo, Ten
Times Big, Final Chapter,
Scram, Uprising, Abby Normal,
and the Pearl Fishers. . . There
will be beer available for those
people over 21 with two valid
IDs.
Rich: . . . there will also be an in-
dependent film -rnfiker forum on
Friday, which will be in Shriver,
which is kinda' cool. It's a dollar

at the door and all proceeds go to
the film-makers.
Kelly: . . . it's open to the public.
Rich: . . . that is, open to the
public and its just Baltimore in-
dependent film folks showing
their stuff.
N-L: Do you have any recom-
mendations for future Fairs?
Kelly: Any recommendations we
might have for future Fairs will
be going in an extensive report
that we will be delivering to the
Student Activities Office as well
as several deans.
Rich: But, in general, have fun
with it. . .That's our advice.
N-L: I understand this is the
twentieth anniversary of Spring
Fair. What special events are you
planning?
Kelly: So many special events
you could not even see straight.
First of all, we'll be selling a
commemorative twentieth an-
niversary Spring Fair poster at the
information booth for $5. It's ab-
solutely, smashingly fabulous-
looking. It's been designed by
Sue Perkins over in Design and

Publications and we can
guarantee that it'll look great on
any wall. In addition, we've in-
vited back all the past twenty
years of Fair chairs to come and
celebrate at a champaigne brunch
with us Sunday morning. They
will be there in addition to the ad-
ministrators and support services
people who have made Spring
Fair happen over the past twenty
years. We've made donations to
the archives.
N-L: How is Spring Fair shaping
up financially?
Rich: It looks good. We've add-
ed a lot of food and arts & crafts
vendors which gives us a lot more
stability. We're not counting on
beer sales to float Fair financial-
ly. Rain or shine, Fair should
provide enough money so that we
can provide another quality Fair
next year.
N-L: What types of arts & crafts
and food vendors have you
sought to attract?
Kelly: We sought to attract a
variety of food vendors. With the
arts & crafts vendors, we've had

an overwhelming response this
year. We had something like over
270 applications for 150 spots, so
we really sought to attract not on-
ly variety but quality and in-
teresting things to this year's
Fair. Hopefully, this year you
won't be walking around and see-
ing jewelry, jewelry, jewelry, tie-
dye, jewelry, and an occasional
vendor.
Rich: We try to have all our ven-
dors be. . . true craftsmen. Plus,
we have some artists this year,
which is new, that will be
displaying their works and some
will be painting at the Fair.
Kelly: In addition, we'll be hav-
ing an expanded antique section
located on the midway. We're
trying to increase the quality and
quantity of antiques represented
at Fair this year.
N-L: Any major unforseen pro-
blems or successes in preparation
for Fair?
Kelly: None more than
usual. . . There was a problem a
day, but that's to be expected.
Rich: Considering the size of the
organization, Spring Fair actually
had had surprisingly few major
problems.
N-L: Is there anything you want
to say to the weatherman?
Rich and Kelly: We would like
to refer the weatherman to our
legal counsel.

Miranda Act
Continued from page 4

"The key works!" he an-
nounced, tremendously pleased
with himself. "Let's move this
stuff in!"
Miranda looked at the pile of

furniture and counted. Four
couches. Two beds. Three tables.
Seventeen chairs. Six desks. One
lava lamp.
"Zack," Miranda started.

"Didn't you hire someone to
carry this stuff? You don't expect
us three to do this, do you?"
"I don't actually have to go in

there, do I?" Doris whimpered.
"I'll help," Carol said, lifting

a couch and carrying it up the
marble steps.
"You don't mind do you?"

Zack asked.
"I think I'm going to sit

down," Doris paled. She chose
couch number two.
"No, Zack, we're not going to

carry. When are your parents
supposed to get here?"
Zack checked his watch.

"About an hour."
Miranda took the surge of

adrenaline that was meant to
crush Zack's head like an egg-
shell and lifted a bed.

They sat, dead tired, an hour
later, in Zack's freshly fur-
nished apartment. The shelves
were covered with psychology
and economics texts (many of
them relabelled things like "The
Joy of Writing" or "Your Friend
the Verb") and everything from
Miranda's refrigerator was vaca-
tioning in the monstrosity with
freon in his kitchen.
There was a buzz froth

downstairs. Everyone froze with
panic.
"My parents," Zack mouthed.

"One second."
Zack bounded down the stairs.

The three women waited.
"Miranda!" Zack shouted

from downstairs. Miranda peered
out. Zack smiled up at her.
"My parents are in a rush so

we're just going to go out for din-
ner and they'll drop me off. See
you later?"
Miranda suddenly got her se-

cond wind.
Next: Everyone breaks up.
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Looking Backwards
Continued from page 10

never in my office. It was amus-
ing that after four years, I finally
met this gal, soaking wet."
According to Jill Kress, Chair

of Spring Fair Anniversary,
Passport '91 is an appropriate
theme for the twentieth
anniversary.
"It's appropriate because

passport [refers to] a trip around
the world, but also a trip to all the
old Fairs," Kress said. "It's in-
corporating a lot of the old
themes of Fair."

Kress has invited the chairs of
past Fairs as well as members of
the administration who have
helped with the Fair to a luncheon
on Sunday.
"I've asked people to be ready

to share stories and to bring
souvenirs," she said. "It's
basically a reunion but also a
thank you, because if not for
them, we wouldn't be here right
now."
"They are all really excited.

Everyone I talked to thought [the
reunion] was a great idea and
should have been done long
ago," she added.

Kress has also put together a
commemorative poster of all the
past themes. In doing the
research, however, she ran into
some difficulty.
"It was like piecing together

the past," she said. "I was disap-

pointed in how the records are.
I just figured someone would
have a list somewhere. [But] I
had to look in old News-Letters
and programs for names. Then,

talked to people who would
remember certain people."
"When they started," she con-

tinued, "they didn't keep a lot of
things because I guess they didn't
think it would keep up for so
long. We've sort of been writing
the history this year, when it
should have been done all
along."

Kress explained that one reason
for the anniversary celebration
was that, at Hopkins, "it's dif-
ficult to find any sort of consis-
tent tradition at this place, [but]
Spring Fair is one of them.
"The Fair has certainly come

a long way since 1972," Kress
said. "It has progressed from
something local to something
very well-known, not only in
Baltimore, but in surrounding
areas."
However, Kress also believes

that the spirit behind Spring Fair
has not changed very much.
"If you look at the old

photographs, other than clothes,
Fair is the same," Kress said.
"That's why people keep coming
together. 3400 is alive and well.
It may be called 'Spring Fair'
now, but when you get down to
it, it is still basically the same."
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A TRIP AROUND THE WORLD
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Information Booth le
The Information Booth is located on the
marble staircase between Shriver and Gil-
man Quads. The booth will be open 12:00-
6:00 P.M. Friday, 10:00 A.M.-6:00 P.M.
Saturday and 0:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M. Sunday.

Bathroom Facilities *
Bathroom Facilities are located at the east and
west ends of Midway and behind Barton Hall
on Shriver Quad.
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The Office of the Dean of Students, the Student Activities Office, and
the Student Activities Commission Wish to Congratulate

The 1990-91 SAC Seal Recipients:

Holden Brooks
Ellen Buckley
Mike Byrne
Andy Chang
Norvin Clontz
Lauren Cobbs
Jonah Cohen
Michael Dante
David Devejian
Sean Digiovanna
Christopher Engle
Francis Flaherty
Greg Fortsch
Dave Fox
Craig Freeman
Howie Fried
Mark Friedman
Alyssa Gardner
Steven Gerber
Ian Goh
Sarah Greenberg
Ben Harris

Rebecca Hayes
Kate Horner
LiWen Huang
Evelyn Jerome
Stephen Kent Jusick
Ed Kerekes
T.H. Kern
Suzy Kim
Paul Kramer
Anne Langley
Noel Lavallee
Margaret Lee
Jonathan Liva
Gloria Lillard
Aline Lin
Matt Lindsay
Kelly Mansfield
Darren Miller
Jon Missner
Jennifer Morgan
Bob Nelson
Erik Newton

Jeff Perlstein
Tan Pham
Chris Post
Rich Quarles
Firas Raad
Reginald Reid
Jonathan Roberts
Paul Robinson
Amy Sandusky
Nini Sangrujee
Hugh Schmidt
Sandeep Singhal
Stephanie Sisk
Jennifer Sosnowski
Roxanne Tena
Ben Townsend
Ravi Veeraswamy
Tal Weitzman
Michele Wolf
Ken Wright
Yori Wurmser
Art Yoon
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Men's Lacrosse Shells Cadets 18-8
Lifts Overall Mark to 5-2: Now Ranked Third
by Jay Friedman

Homewood, April 13—
On a cold rainy day in

Baltimore, the Blue Jays got back
on the winning track by defeating
a highly ranked Army team that
had lost only once all season. The
Cadets entered the game ranked
ninth in the USILA poll after
defeating Navy in overtime last
week. The victory lifts Hopkins
to 5-2 on the season and moves
them up to third place in the polls.
The Jays returned to their cut-

ting and ball movement offense
and the result was as desired.
Eleven assists were awarded on
the eighteen goals, and if not for
some rules interpretation, a few
more might have been registered.
Not only that, but the entire team
got in on the action as eleven
players scored for Hopkins.

The Blue Jays jumped out to a
5-0 lead halfway through the first
quarter and never looked back.
Forty-three seconds into the
game, senior attackman Matt
Panetta, working one-on-one,
bulled his way to the front of the
cage and scored on what has
become his favorite shot, an
underhanded bouncer, that skip-
ped along the rain soaked turf.

After Brian Lukacz scored his
eighth goal of the season on an
eight yard left-hander,
sophomore faceoff specialist
Steve Vecchione took a pass from
tri-captain Bill Dwan and scored
his first career goal. The assist
marked Dwan's first point of the
season as he tries to catch senior
teammate Brian Voelker (2-1,3)
for the lead among defenders.
Dwan also led defenders with
seven ground balls, including one

that required a spinning behind-
the-head pass to avoid two
onrushing Cadets.

Panetta netted another on a
tough angle shot from close range
at 5:40 of the first after picking
up a loose ball and carrying
toward the cage. Freshman Alex
Wadkovsky, playing for the in-
jured Charlie Speno on the se-
cond midfield unit, scored his
first career goal to finish the 5-0
run. Senior Michael Morrissey,
playing one of the best games of
his career, found Wadkovslcy cut-
ting through the middle and fed
the 6'5" middie who caught the
pass, jumped and fired from close
range.
With 4:10 remaining in the first

quarter, Army finally broke the
dry spell, cutting the Hopkins
lead to four. The Cadets never
got any closer. Tr -captain Seth

_
Newly acquired Glenn Davis signs his way into a whole new era of Oriole baseball. Bill Berger

Toronto Revamps '91 Roster:
Finally Ready for a Series Run
by Ethan Skolnick

The American League East,
or Least, depending on which
way one looks at it, should once
again infuriate anyone who en-
joys quality baseball. Whichever
club finds two solid starting pitch-
ers the fastest will likely be the
one that serves as the West's
sacrificial playoff lamb.
"Stand" Pat Gillick, the

Toronto Blue Jays general
manager, finally took his hands
out of his pockets, sending four
of his best players (voluntarily
and otherwise) to other organiza-
tions. Only 3B Kelly Gruber (118
RBI's) and C Pat Borders will
start at the positions where they
began 1990. Multi-talented 2B
Roberto Alomar (.287), LF Joe
Carter (115 RBI's), and defensive
wizard (but offensive mystery)
OF Devon White join a team that
needs them to make positive con-
tributions in the clubhouse more
than anywhere else. Dave Stieb
(18-6, 2.93), Jimmy Key (13-7),
Todd Stottlemyre (13 wins), and
converted-reliever David Wells
(11-6) form the division's best
rotation, and Tom Henke (32
saves, 2.17) heads a deep
bullpen. Watch for phenom 1B
John Olerud to explode, and
Gillick's "New" Jays to finally
take first place.
A new era of optimism for

Baltimore Orioles baseball
began the day 1B Glenn Davis
stepped foot in obsolete Memorial
Stadium. Davis (22 HR in 327
AB) brings 40-homer potential to
Baltimore, adding life to a dor-
mant offense. Super-pro SS Cal
Ripken (84 RBI's), DH Randy.
Milligan (20 HR, 362 AB), and
aging but feisty free-agent OF
Dwight Evans will support Davis
in a suddenly interesting attack.
Ripken, especially, should benefit
from having another potent bat in
the line-up. The Ripken brothers,
Cal and 2B Billy, are the anchors
of a strong defense, with the on-
ly weak spot being rookie 3B Leo
Gomez, whose bat might be too
potent to keep on the bench. SP
Ben McDonald and RP Gregg

Olson (37 saves) are the two best
young arms in the league, and if
anyone else comes through (are
you listening, Bob Milacki, Jose
Mesa, and Jeff Ballard?), the O's
will be tough.
If only hitting was 80 percent

of baseball and Roger Clemens
was the other 20 percent. Unfor-
tunately for the Boston Red Sox,
Clemens (21-6, 1.93) can't take
the hill every day, and people like
Dana Kiecker (8-9) and Matt
Young (8-18) have to. Admitted-

ly, the Sox survived with
mediocre starters last year, but
they also had a Mike Boddicker
(now in K.C.) to help Clemens to
carry the load. Now that he's
gone, the pitching is too suspect
for even a dangerous offense—
including OF Ellis Burks (.296),
OF Mike Greenwell (.297), 2B
Jody Reed (.289), and 3B Wade
Boggs (.302)—to overcome.
Even if new DH Jack Clark
returns to form and some of the
prospects (1B Mo Vaughn, SS
Tim Naehring) come through, it
will take superhuman efforts from
aging vets like SP's Danny Dar-
win and Greg Harris for the Sox
to repeat. Don't bet on it.
The New York Yankees

should surprise a bit in 1991,
despite a swiss-cheese (though
improved) pitching staff.
Youngsters like DH Kevin Maas
(21 HR, 254 AB), rookie OF
Hensley Meulens (powerful bat,
embarrassing glove), and OF
Roberto Kelly (.285, 41 SB, 61
RBI's) should lend support to
recovering 1B Don Mattingly and
steady 2B Steve Sax. In other
words, the offense will be
respectable and that, along with
The Boss's departure, should be
enough for fourth place in the AL
Least.
The Milwaukee Brewers were

a major disappointment last year,
and little should change in '91.
There are too many infielders for
too few positions, and nobody's
that skilled at any of them
anyway. OF Greg Vaughn (a
.220 bust) and 3B Gary Sheffield
(.294, 25 SB, 67 RBI's) will im-
prove, and DH (2B/1B/3B?) Paul

Molitor and OF Robin Yount
should rebound. But unless the
Brew Crew can keep SP's Ted
Higuera (already sidelined) and
Chris Bosio off the DL and find
a consistent closer from a group
of RP's Dan Plesac (the former
stopper), Chuck Crim, and Julio
Machado, fifth place's the limit.
Why does one get the feeling

that the Cleveland Indians will
never go anywhere? Without any
direction, the Tribe has tripped
over itself again, and is left with
only four players—speedy OF
Alex Cole (40 SB after August
1st), OF Chris James, 3B Carlos
Baerga, and Top Rookie C San-
dy Alomar (.290)—that
demonstrate any promise. The X-
factor is OF Albert Belle, who
kicked a drinking habit over the
off-season and swatted eleven
pre-season homers. Belle will
have to hit at least thirty more
during the regular 1991 campaign
for the Indians' attack to do any
damage.

Despite their offensive short-
comings, the Indians do have a
couple of decent starters, which
is more than the Detroit Tigers
can boast. 1B Cecil Fielder (51
HR, 132 RBI's), SS Alan Tram-
mell (.304, 89 RBI's), 2B Lou
Whitaker, and rising 3B Travis
Fryman form the division's
deadliest infield, but they can't
carry a pitching staff where Bill
Gullickson's the ace. Even
Sparky Anderson's special magic
won't be enough to help these
sorry hurlers.
A western road trip in the

American League is an invitation
for disaster—winning streaks
snap as batting averages plum-
met. The American League
West is loaded with quality
starting rotations, from Oakland's
experieneed starters to Seattle's
young phenoms. Any of the six
clubs—with Minnesota the lone
exception—could take the divi-
sion crown, and any of them
would certainly dominate in the
East.

Unlike previous years, it is not
a foregone conclusion that the

Continued on page 14

Tierney made a great pass to
junior attackman Drew Burns
who was waiting on the crease.
Burns faked high then shot it over
the top of Cadet goalie Rick
Aguilar. The Jays finished the
quarter with a 6-1 lead.
The Cadets and Jays then trad-

ed goals to start the second
quarter. Army scored 3:28 into
the quarter before Brendan Cody
tallied his first of the game. A
pass from goal scoring machine
Adam Wright set up Cody who
finished the day with a hat-trick.
After Army scored to again cut
the Jays' lead to four, Wright
registered his second assist when
Tierney took a leftie side-arm
shot into the upper corner for an
8-3 lead. The two then reversed
roles in almost identical locations
as Tierney fed Wright. The big
right-hander fired a ten yard ri-
fle and scored. Unfortunately for
the Jays, Wright suffered a first-
degree (mildest) shoulder separa-
tion later in the game and will
have to miss at least one start.
The Jays were starting to pour

it on. The passing that was absent
last week was present throughout
the game. Mike Morrissey went
low-to-high with 2:21 to go, giv-
ing the Jays a 10-3 lead. He
followed that up with a great feed

Drew Burns marches into enemy territory in Jays' 18-8 win over Army.

to Panetta only a minute later.
Behind the goal Morrissey look-
ed to the crease where he found
Panetta ready and waiting. Panet-
ta took the pass and released a
quick shot, scoring his third goal

At halftime, everything was
going the Jays' way. Of course
several stories were still waiting
to develop. Second half goals by
Burns and Morrissey left them
oh-so-close to their own hat-
tricks. Each had the opportunity
but both times an unfortunate
mistake cost them. Morrissey had
a great chance from close range.
The goalie had stepped out leav-
ing a partially open net, but Mor-

rissey rushed his shot and glanc-
ed it over the top of the crossbar.
Burns actually put his third in the
net but it was disallowed. A flag
had been dropped indicating a
delayed penalty on Army but
Burns' shot came after the referee
ruled the attackman had run
around an illegal Blue Jay pick.

In an interesting coincidence,
senior middie Jim Harkin was in-
formed of his acceptance in Naval
Flight School the night before the
game. Army-Navy will always
have a special rivalry and Harkin
did everything he could to get his
first Blue Jay goal against his

Continued on page 14

Crews Overcome Adversity to
Row Well at GW Invitational
by Richard Safranek

The Johns Hopkins women's
heavyweight four and the men's
lightweight eight crews managed
to overcome adversity to take first
and second in their respective
divisions last Saturday at the
George Washington Invitational.
Facing strong fields, both the
men's and women's novice eight
boats failed to qualify for the
finals, while the men's
heavyweight four missed the
competition due to an injury to
one of its rowers.
The women's heavyweight

four had to overcome the setback
of not rowing with one of its
regular rowers, junior Jen Ehr-
inger. Ehringer had been suffer-
ing from back problems which
two weeks ago had forced the
women's four to miss rowing at
the Johns Hopkins Invitational.
Because Ehringer's back pro-
blems persisted, the boat enlisted
Sandi Burt, a rower at the
Baltimore Rowing Club, to fill in
for Ehringer for the week of the
George Washington Invitational.
The addition of Burt allowed the
women's four to continue their
winning ways as they took first
over boats from Navy, LaSalle,

Women's

and Saint Joseph's, covering the
2000 meter course in 7:55. Bert's
presence also gave the women's
four an opportunity to evaluate
how they, as a team, had been
rowing.
"Of course, it's always good

to row together as a team, but I
think it was also good to have
someone new in the boat for at
least one race. It helped point out
some things about our technique
that we hadn't really thought
about, so in that sense, I think it
was good for us," said senior
Kathleen McCabe.
The men's lightweight eight

didn't have to overcome the
adversity of an injury, but they
did have to cope with the effects
of a one-week crash diet which
saw the boat's eight rowers shed
a collective fifty pounds. The
rowers, one of whom alone
dropped ten pounds, had to shed
the weight to make a mandatory
weigh-in prior to the competition.
Despite the weight loss, the
men's eight continued to row in
the strong fashion they have all
season.
In their first heat, the Hopkins

men's eight posted the best time
of the day when they beat out a
George Washington A-boat and

a ooat from LaSalle. In the finals,
Drexel proved to be too strong
for Hopkins as they finished eight
seconds ahead of the Hopkins
boat. Drexel covered the
2000-meter course in 6:10, while
Hopkins took second with a time
of 6:18, and George Washington
placed third with a time of 6:20.
Senior co-captain Rob Por-

carelli didn't feel particularly
handicapped by the weight-loss
the team endured the week before
the race, noting that all the other
crews in the division were
forced to lose weight, and some
crews only knew of the weigh-in
the day before the race.
"I don't think we were as

strong as we normally are, but I
think we rowed well. Drexel is
a good crew, but I think we'll
have another shot at them later in
the season," said Porcarelli.

Notably absent from the men's
eight competition were the boats
from Georgetown and Navy. Ac-
cording to Porcarelli, the
perenially strong men's eights
from Navy and Georgetown
passed over the George
Washington Invitational to row
against one another in Annapolis
instead.

Continued on page 15

Lax Rallies, Tops
Virginia's Mary Washington 9-7
by Danny Knee
During this past Wednesday

afternoon, the Hopkins women's
lacrosse team traveled to Mary
Washinton College in Virginia
looking to bounce back from a
tough loss at the hands of
Franklin and Marshall. However,
the bounce was looking more like
a flop until the Lady Jays turned
their game up a notch in the se-
cond half.

In the draining heat of the
Virginian afternoon, Hopkins dug
an early hole, trailing 4-3 at
halftime. But the Jays rallied for
their second come-from-behind
victory of the year to win 9-7 and
improved their overall record to
8-3. Playing from behind is not
something Hopkins' normally
high-powered offense is used to,
but the end result was still the
same—a win.

It seems only fitting that Tropp,
who has many times been herald-
ed by Coach Anderson as the
Jays' most consistent player on
attack, should be the catalyst in
this game, one of their hardest
earned victories to date.

Earlier in the week, Hopkins
had more than their hands full
with Franklin and Marshall. The
second ranked team in the nation

Hopkins will manage to keep
their own national ranking in the
top eight heading into their final
week of play. Hoping to stay on
track for an NCAA bid, Hopkins'
inter-conference game against
Lynchburg this Saturday will be
a key matchup for the Lady Jays
down the stretch. Lynchburg beat
Roanoke, who defeated Hopkins
earlier this year.

had their way with the Jays, rack-
ing up 12 goals despite Kristin
Cole's 12 saves. The offense
managed only 21 shots on goal,
although they had been averaging
over 31.
Bright spots for the Jays includ-

ed Herring, Moskal, and Tipton,
who all had two goals and Tropp
who managed two assists.
Despite the loss to F&M,

Jay Friedman

Jennifer Chun battles through a pick at home against Haverford.
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Toronto, Sox Will Join Mets,
Giants in 1991 Postseason Party

Continued from page 13
Oaklalid Athletics will cruise
into first place. Sure, they still
own OF Rickey Henderson
(.325, 28 HR, 65 SB), somewhat
content OF Jose Canseco (37 HR,
101 RBI), and IB Mark McGwire
(39 HR, 108 RBI). Sure, Dave
Stewart (22-11. 2.56 ERA), Bob
Welch (27-6), and Dennis
Eckersley (0.61 ERA, 48 saves)
return to buoy a stingy pitching
staff. But in general, the A's
armor is rusting. 3B Carney
Lansford, a clubhouse leader, is
gone for the year; OF Dave
Henderson is aging; the middle
infield is weak offensively; and
beyond Stewart and Moore, the
starters are questionable. Unless
the A's develop one of their gifted
prospects quickly (SP's Reggie
Harris, Kirk Dressendorfer,
Todd Van Poppel), someone else
will steal their postseason
spotlight.
Two young clubs—the

Chicago White Sox and the
Seattle Mariners—sport enough
impressive talent to challenge
Oakland seriously. Chicago, in
fact, will be the club to end the
A's reign. OF Tim Raines speeds
into New Comiskey Park from
Montreal, adding experience to
an outfield that already includes
budding superstar Sammy Sosa
(15 HR, 32 SB) and jack-rabbit
Lance Johnson (36 SB). Defen-
sively, the Sox are suberb
everywhere, especially in the
infield, with SS Ozzie Guillen,
2B Scott Fletcher, and super-soph
3B Robin Ventura. To win the
division, Manager Jeff Torborg
must squeeze six strong innings
everyday from a starting staff
long on potential (Alex Fer-
nandez, Greg Hibbard, Jack
McDowell, and Melido Perez all
might win twenty) but short on
consistency. Also, 1B Frank
Thomas, who sparkled after his
1990 August call-up, must be the
power source in a line-up of spray
hitters. With RP Bobby Thigpen
(57 saves) around, any lead is
safe, and the Sox should get just
enough leads to edge the A's.•

In Seattle, any sort of winning
season would be nice, and the

Mariners should finally smash
through the .500 barrier.
Everyone knows about OF Ken
Griffey, Jr. (.300, 22 HR, 80
RBI), but it's the club's rotation
that will lead them to respect-
ability. SP's Erik Hanson (18-9)
and Randy Johnson (14-11) have
their best days ahead of them, and
so do the Mariners. If unproven
players like OF Jay Buhner and
1B Tino Martinez (when he
returns to the big leagues) hit
enough to protect Griffey, Jr. and
DH Alvin Davis in the order,
Seattle will finish no worse than
fourth.
The Texas Rangers, the Kan-

sas City Royals, and the Califor-
nia Angels all probably wish they
could change area codes. In the
AL East, they'd challenge Toron-
to for the pennant, but in the
West, they look like also-rans.
Texas has OF Ruben Sierra (96
RBI), 2B Julio Franco (.296), 1B
Rafael Palrniero (.31f9, 89.RBI),
and an underrated starting staff
headed by Cy Young candidate
Bobby Witt (17-10) and the
magically ageless Nolan Ryan
(watch for SP Scott Chiaparino to
win Rookie of the Year, as well).
Yet, the Rangers are still a
dependable bullpen away from a
major title run.
Kansas City was prepared to

redeem itself after a disastrous
1990—until OF Bo Jackson's hip
injury. Even with OF Brian
McRae,.. in the line-up for a full
season (he'll be special), George
Brett (.329, 87 RBI) is still the
Royal's prime offensive threat.
How much longer can he be ex-
pected to carry these guys? The
opposition won't score much,
especially with SP's Bret
Saberhagen (remember, it's an
even year) and Mark Gubicza
back from arm 'ailments, but
neither will the Royals. They'll
win about eighty-five games, but
that's not enough to win the
West.

California has assembled an irk-
teresting mix of veterans an
youngstecs4 wit.13-eld-hau4svlike
DH Dave Parker, 3B Gary Gaet-
ti, and OF Dave Winfield in town

to lend advice to precocious stars
like OF Junior Felix and 2B Luis
Sojo (both acquired from Toron-
to). Chuch Finley, Mark
Langston, and Jim Abbot give the
Halos a tremendous luxury—
three tough southpaws in the rota-
tion. The 1991 Angels are
reminiscent of the mid-1980's
California squads—they'll rely
heavily on some older but still
useful players who have been
through pennant races before.
Should the Angels mold together
early enough to get in the
Western division race, they'll be
tough to knock out of it.
Looking up at the rest of the

division will be the Minnesota
Twins, who simply don't have
the horses. The Twins' best
strategy would be to rebuild
around OF Kirby Puckett and SP
Kevin Tapani, and wait until the
rest of the division ages a little.

In the playoffs, the Toronto
Blue Jays, rested after a relatively
easy Eastern Division race, will
finally reach the World Series,
knocking off the young but
exhausted White Sox in six
games. The National League will
send the Mets as their represen-
tative, after the New Yorkers sur-
vive five tough slugfests with the
San Francisco Giants (by the
way, ignore last week's headline;
I picked the Giants, not the Reds).
It will take seven games to decide
the Underachiever Series, with
the "new" Jays prevailing in
seven. Canada will have a Cham-
pion at last, and the Jays (and Pat
Gillick) will be thankful for all of
those Chemistry classes they
took.
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Todd Cavaliar° leads the Hopkins charge against the wounded Cadets.

Hopkins Rebounds,
Thrashes West Point

Continued from page 13
newfound rival. He tned shooting
every which way, iticluding a
behind-the-back shot, but still
came up short.

Jeff Wills scored the Jays' on-
ly extra-man goal (in eight oppor-
tunities) while Army was down
two men during the third quarter.
Panetta, Morrissey and Burns
each added second half goals
along with two from Cody, stret-
ching the Jays to a 17-7 lead. The
Jays wrapped up their scoring
when Jeff Dyson hit Matt Jackson
in front for a goal. While that was
his offensive highlight, Jackson
also added one of the game's
flashiest defensive plays early in
the second quarter on a wrap-
check. Covering one-on-one,
Jackson took a big swing and
scored, freeing the ball
The Hopkins coacaing staff

allowed everyone to play. The
defensive midfield of Steve Cof-
fey, Scott Mollica and Jackson
saw plenty of time on Offense. lan
Hobbs replaced S6Otitiaraiii1n
goal during third quarter and
tallied six saves while allowing

two goals to Giardina's 9-5
performance.
Continuing his bid for top

honors among all attackmen,
Panetta turned in an All-
American performance that in-
cluded four goals and two assists.
Army didn't seem to learn the
lesson Carolina taught the
previous week and left Panetta in
man-to-man coverage until it was
too late. Panetta's performance
puts him at the head of all the of-
fensive categories with 16 goals
and 20 assists for a total of 26
points.
On the strength of a two goal

and two assist game, Morrissey
moves into a second place tie on
the scoring list with 18 points
(9g,9a). Also at 18 is Tierney,
whose great passing led to three
assists on the day, along with a
goal, giving him season totals of
10 goals and eight assists. Just
behind are Wills (14g,3a),
Wright (13g,3a) and Cody
(11g,2a). Last Saturday's game
also places Burns (6,5) and
Lukacz (8,2) in double digit point
totals.
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A MUSICAL COMEDY

April 12, 13, 14 at 8:00 pm

April 19, 20, 21 at 7:00 pm

HILLCREST CLINIC
Prompt confidential hflp

• FREE PREG:IANCY TESTING
• A6901:: ION SERVICES
• BIRTH CONTROL SERVICES

FOR APPOINTMENTS CALL:

7884400

• SONOGRAMS
• COUNSELING
• COMMUNiTY EDUCATION

Open Mon Sal
8 30 5 00 pm =
5602 Baltimore National Pike *SOO

Replace Your Glasses With

CONTACT LENSES
There's a Contact Lens For You For Studying, Any Sports Ac-
tivity or Just Looking Your Best. Get the Facts Now.

0 EXTENDED WEAR LENSES 0 GAS PERMEABLE
You Can Wear For Weeks Semi-Soft Contact Lenses

OB&L, Aquaflex, CSI 0 BI-FOCAL & Ultra
& Hydrocurve Soft Lenses Thin Hard Lenses

27.discount on all contact lens solutions.
2Qtdiscount on a complete pair of eye glasses.

No other sales or previous orders apply.
Applicable to student & faculty.

EYE EXAMINATIONS DAYTIME OR EVENING
PHONE 243-8884 / ASK ABOUT 30 DAY TRIAL

Get The Professional Care of a Contact Lens Specialist

ROLAND PARK
VISION SERVICES

409 W. COLD SPRING LANE
Next to Fishe's Caterer

BIA
Notes
by Takashi Yokoyama

Softball has a week to go.
Call Phil (889-9046) with
questions.
Lacrosse? Call Goff

(467-8964) with complaints.
Before you all gorge

yourself on Fair food, keep in
mind that the swim meet will
finally take place this Saturday
at 1 pm. Don't sign up—show
up. This is Michela's
(467-4910) event.
To make your life even

more difficult during Fair
time, the doubles tennis tour-
nament will take place this
Sunday. Call Doyle
(235-8388) for info.

Although the weather was
cold, damp, and windy, the

• turnout for this year's BIA
track meet was larger than any
other in my four years here.
Dorm competition was
dominated by Building A as
they defeated the one-man
Vincent/Willard team of Dave
Fohl. Dave put up a pretty
good fight but was simply out-
numbered by the team from A.
In the independents, a similar
fate awaited Craig Freeman.
Running for Alpha Phi Alpha,
Craig scored 23 points in win-
ning all but one (a second
place) of the track events.
Despite his effort, Sludge went
uncontested in the field events
to pull out the victory. The
large Sig Ep contingent topped
the fraternities with Kappa
Sigma in second place. The
one-man teams of Beta Theta
Pi and Phi Psi finished in third
and fourth places respectively.
J.P. Munnich led Sig Ep with
two firsts and Alex Varon
headed Kappa Sig with three.
And now for the election

results. The new president of
the Board is the man of
Sludge, Raj Abrol. The vice-
president is Phil Michaelson,
glasses and all. Congrats to
them and the new Board
members selected last night.

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men - Women. Summeii
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,

TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii. Bahamas. South Pacific, Mexico
CALL NOW! Call refundable,

1-206-736-7000,  Ext.600N2

Round Trips
from Washington starting at:

London $ 579
Paris 615
Tokyo 789
Bangkok 1009
San Jose C.R. 398
Miami 250
New York-Malaga 578
Taxes not included. Restrictions apply.Fares
subject to change. One ways and faculty
tares available.Work/Study Abroad
programsinternational Student & Teacher
ID. EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON
THE SPOT!

Council Travel
3300 M Street, N.W.,Washington, D.C.

202-337-6464

CLASSIFIED
LOVING CHILDLESS
COUPLE wishes to adopt
infant. Let's
help each other. Legal
and medical expenses
paid. Call Julie and
Charlie collect evenings or
weekends at
301-589-4026.

HEADING FOR
EUROPE THIS SUM-
MER? Jet there anytyme
for $160 with
AIRHITCH(r). (As reported
in NY Times, Let's Go &
Changing Times.)
AIRHITCH(r)
212-864-2000.

summer sublets. Contact
Sharon Barton 576-4805.

'89 Buick Skylark custom.
Excellent condition.
Power windows, brakes,
steering. Air conditioning,
AM/FM stereo. Only
39,000 miles. $9,000. Call
Cindy 532-2434
evenings.

Tandy 1000 computer. 1
disk drive, TRS printer
and table. Copies of MS
DOS, PC Write, Word
Star, TK solver, Super
Calc 4. All for $500. Call
Cindy 532 - 2434
evenings.

we can help each other.
We are childless and wish
to adopt an infant to be
the center of a loving fami-
ly. We can pay your
medical and legal ex-
penses. Please call collect
anytime -Anita and Dale
301-762-8223.

Work for social and
economic justice
$315-365 wk. Maryland
Citizen Action is expanding
our outreach staff. Join the
fight to make Health Care
affordable and accessible to
everyone. Exciting work
environment. Career and
travel opportunities. Equal
opportunity employer. Call
235-5590,

At Arelleno Theater. Levering Hall, JHU

tickets $5 general. $4 student

Music and Lyrics by Stephen Sondheim
Book by George Furth

Originally produced on Broadway by
Harold Prince

Downtown law firm seeks

ADOPTION Are you
pregnant and facing dif-
ficult decisions? Maybe
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Jays Sweep Twin Bill
Against Washington
by Ethan Skolnick

With more split personalities
than the average schizophrenic,
the Johns Hopkins men's baseball
squad can never be certain that
the right version will show up on
the diamond. Fortunately, in an
MAC Southeast doubleheader
Wednesday against Washington
College, the winning one did.
In both games, the Jays offense

exploded out of the gate with ear-
ly runs and the pitchers were just
barely able to hang on.

Jeff Fang (5-2) was the victor
in the 8-5 opener, pitching six
innings. The Jays' attack handed
Fang a 7-0 lead, which he never
relinquished. Some of the offen-
sive punch came from unlikely
sources. Joe Kail, the 160-pound
freshman shortstop, blasted his
first homer of the year and drove
in three runs. 3B Sean Holub add-
ed three more RBI and LF/P Joe
Tortorello collected three hits to
help Hopkins cruise. In the field,
the Jays were flawless, corn-
miting no errors and turning a
pair of double plays.
Seven Jays' runners crossed the

plate in the first inning of the se-
cond game in a 12-8 win. The
Washington College starter was
hooked after 1/3 of an inning.
"He wasn't that bad of a pitch-

er," said outfielder Eric Reid.
"We were just upset because we
didn't feel we swung the bats that
well in the first game, and we
wanted to get this guy before the
fifth inning."
OF Ken Brodkowski had a

phenomenal day, driving in five
runs and tying 1B Matt Menz for
the team lead with his seventh
dinger. Kail contributed two
more RBIs from the leadoff spot.
SP Digger Walter (4-1) allowed
five runs in five innings as the
Jays survived a furious Washing-
ton rally. After digging a 12-1
hole, Washington scored seven
consecutive runs before running
out of gas. Tortorello helped put
out the fire, recording the final
two outs for his second save.
The doubleheader sweep lifted

the Jays' overall mark to 15-11-1.
More importantly, Hopkins holds
a 6-0 record in the MAC
Southeast. Swarthmore, who the
Jays will face in two weeks, ap-
pears to be the only challenger to
the Conference crown.
"The only problem now is that

we have a really tough schedule
ahead of us because of all of the
rainouts we've had," stated OF
Marzio Trotta (.340). "But if our
pitchers are consistent, we'll be
in pretty good shape."

Men's Tennis Slips
By Dickinson, 5-4
by Jonathan E. Missner

On Wednesday, the Hopkins
men's tennis team defeated
Dickinson 5-4. The win upped
Hopkins' record to 4-2. At first
singles, Lorin Engquist defeated
his opponent 6-2, 6-3. His con-
sistent style of play proved suc-
cessful once again in his victory.
"I'm glad I beat him because he
destroyed me last year. Revenge
is sweet."
In second singles, Mike Kim,

wearing his famous funky pants,
was defeated 6-4, 6-0. The match
was not indicative of the score
though, as Mik pyg 45:9.ppo:-
nent a good, battle.
At third singles, Jon Missner

was also defeated 6-4, 6-3. His
opponent had a very aggressive
style of play and proved too tough
for Missner.
Kanu "The Lord" Jerath

destroyed his Dickinson opponent
6-1, 6-3. Jerath has only one
singles loss for the year. "I was
quite pleased with this victory,
although a double bagel would
have been nice."

Bill Braude, playing number
five singles, won 6-1, 7-5.
Braude outlasted a tough second
set to win the match. "After my
disappointing loss last week to
Ursinus, I was psyched to win

this one."
Sam Kim, playing number six,

lost 6-4, 6-4. Recovering from a
groin injury, Sam put up a good
fight. "The icing on my groin
worked, although I was just a lit-
tle bit off."

After the singles matches, the
team score was three matches to
three matches. However
Hopkins' strength, the doubles,
came through.
At first doubles, Jon Missner

and Bill Braude lost a heart-
breaker 7-5, 4-6, 7-5. It was their
first loss of the year and quite
disappointing. "I hope we still
have •a shot of being seeded at
MAC's," Braude said after the
tough loss.
Second and third doubles won

respectively, 6-3, 6-4, and 6-4,
6-4. Jerath and Francois Erasmus
played second doubles and Eng-
quist and Mike Kim played third
doubles.

If your business wants to
reach 5500 people every
week, then advertise in

the News-Letter.
Call us at 338-7647 for
our reasonable rates.

J. Brendon Kruk

Matt Menz rounds third in twin bill against Washington College.

Women Lose Two
by Jessica Rosenbaum

The women's tennis team suf-
fered two losses in the past week
to pull their record down to three
wins and two losses. After begin-
ning the season by dominating
three matches, Hopkins fell to
Dickinson 7-1 on Thursday,
April 11.
"Dickinson was an overall

strong team. We also had a tough
time adjusting to the weather. It
was so windy that it was very dif-
ficult to judge how the tennis ball
would move," commented Katie
Stein, the number five player.

Stein continued, "We are back
to no-ad scoring and that often af-
fects the score when we play
good teams. In my match many
of the games were lost on deuce,
so this way of scoring definitely
hurt our team."
Tamar Hausman, the number

one player, was the only Hopkins
competitor to win her match. She
beat her opponent decisively in
two quick sets.

After the singles competition,
Hausman teamed with Dawn
Stoner to play the number one
doubles competition. This is their
second year playing together and
they have a winning record this
season.
At the Dickinson match,

Hausman explained, "Dawn and
I usually play well together, but
we also need to get psyched
together. Sometimes one of us

will have a long match and it's
difficult to play another match
right after it."
Hopkins was scheduled to play

Elizabethtown on Saturday the
13th, but the game was rained

,out. This is the second match this
season that has either been
cancelled or postponed.
The weather was better on

Tuesday the 16th, but the team
suffered a devastating loss to
Franklin and Marshall. Not one
of the Hopkins competitors was
able to win a match, and they left
Lancaster with a 0-9 loss.
Hausman commented, "I real-

ly should have beaten the girl I
played. This season I won a
match against someone who has
beaten the Franklin and Marshall
player. -was very good,
though, and she knew just how to
play me. She continually sliced to
the backhand."

Stoner also played well, but her
competitor was a "pusher."
Hausman elaborated, "Pushers '
are difficult to beat because they
get to every ball, but they don't
think about where to place their
return shot."
The Franklin and Marshall

team had added a lot of new
players to their roster and thus the
team's methods of playing was
unfamiliar. Stein added,
"Franklin and Marshall has a
good team in almost every sport
and tennis is no exception."

Rejuvenated Crews
Look Toward LaSalle

Continued from page 1.3
The women's novice eight, fac-

ing a strong field which included
boats from Navy, Georgetown,
and Temple, failed to qualify for
the finals, finishing seventh out
of twelve. The men's novice
eight, rowing against powerful
heavyweights, also failed to'
qualify, falling in their heat to
boats from Navy, Drexel, and
George Mason.
"I think the first 1500 meters

of our race really didn't show
what our boat could do, but I
think we settled down and
rowed really well in the last 500
meters," said freshman Stephanie
Fishkin, coxswain of the
women's novice eight.
"Our crew did comparatively

well," said Jesse Chu, freshman
coxswain of the men's novice
eight, "especially considering
that we were rowing against
heavyweights from very strong
programs."
, Like the women's heavyweight
four, the men's heavyweight four
was struggling with an injury of
its own which forced the men's
four to withdraw from last Satur-
day's race. Junior Eric Plautz
developed back problems late in
the week, and unlike the women's
four which had notice of Ehr-
inger's injury, the men's four was
unable to replace Plautz on such
short notice. Plautz has been
recovering this week and should
be able to row this Saturday at the
LaSalle Invitational, which is
good news for the men's four
who will be facing such crews as
LaSalle, SUNY Maritime, and
Vassar.
"My back's a lot better, but it's

still not 100 percent. The trainer
said it's something that will pro-
bably nag me, but shouldn't pre-
vent me from rowing,." said

Plautz.
Like Plautz, Ehringer is hop-

ing to return to her boat this
week. Ehringer has maintained
her strength and conditioning by
swimming and doing some back
exercises, but notes that return-
ing after nearly a week and a half
will not be automatic.
"I feel out of touch with the

water. Our boat has made some
technical adjustments since I've
been away, so I've got to come
back and make those adjustments,
too," said Ehringer.
One of the adjustments the

women's four is trying to make
is to become more aggressive in
their stroke, as well as to return
to the more polished style they
exhibited earlier in the year. They
will have a chance to do that this
Saturday when they row against
another competitive field at
LaSalle, a field which, among
other boats, should include boats
from Carnegie Mellon, LaSalle,
and Lehigh.
Like the women's four, the

men's lightweight is trying to
make adjustments in its racing
style.
"Right now, we usually try to

sprint out to an early lead, within
the first 200 meters and then try
to sit on the other boats for the
rest of the race," said Porcarelli.
"What we're going to try to do
is still start out strong, but not
think we have to lead the whole
race. We're going to try to ease
into a sustained stroke and then
build on it every 500 meters or
so."
The men's eight will have an

opportunity to test this new style
when they row at LaSalle against
such crews as LaSalle, Army,
Marist, and the University of
Pennsylvania.

Blue Jay Calendar
(4/19 - 4/25)

Men's Lacrosse Sat. 4/20 Maryland

MU( j4S,1 4.111,11414 4,;r,ir L.S

Women's LaCtOSSQ Sat. 4/20 LynCh6urg" ts—
Thur. 4/25 Widener

Baseball Fri. 4/19 Franklin & Marshall
Sat. 4/20 Haverford (2) .
Tues. 4 /2 3 Elizabethtown
Wed. 4/24 Gettysburg

Men's Tennis Fri. 4/19 Franklin & Marshall
Mon. 4/2 2 Gettysburg

Women's Tennis Sat. 4/20 Gettysburg
Tues. 4/23 Catholic
Thu. 4/25 Loyola

Track and Field Sat. 4/20 Messiah at Swarthmore

Men's and Women's Sat. 4/20 LaSalle Invit.
Crews

Home Games in Bold.

1:00 pm

i100 am
4:00 pm

3:00 pm
1:00 pm
3:30 pm
3:30 pm

3:00 pm
3:00 pm

11:00 am
3:00 pm
3:00 pm

12:00 pm

TBA

SPRING TUNING

Have you been neglecting your piano?

Give your piano the seasonal care

it deserves!

Gregg Geiger

Piano Tuning and Repair

837 - 2105

Call for an appointment
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NEED EXTRA INCOME
Ilink FOR 1991?

Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing envelopes. For details
- Rush $1.00 with SASE to: 01H Group Inc.

1019 Lk. Sherwood • Orlando, FL 32818

1000 Light St.
685-2234
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DRIVERS WANTED

Baltimore's
10*004‘. Largest Slice!!

Only $1.75 (40 cents/topping)
Monday - Thursday

ing
Small cheseosIde 

pu nz t zi a c 

$5

los.

00
Large cheese pizza $6.75

Order our Large Mega-Party-
Pizza, $18 with coupon_ below

Watch for us in Spring Fest '91
RIU Spring Fair Booth'

3600 Keswick Road
235-2595

10% off for all Students
(Does not include deliveries)
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"Yar! It's the Dip Dip Dip Dip Boom

Boom Boom Boom Quiz"
Sponsored by: Eddie's Liquors 3109 St. Paul St. (243-0221) and Eddie's Supermarket 311 7 St. Paul Si. (889-1558)

Win a case of beer and $10 worth of munchies.

Well, after such a concerted effort on the part of the

quizling audience, I guess you deserve a little break.

Well, receiving one entry for the ̀ No Joy In Mudville'

quiz constitutes that break, so I figured on putting in

a quiz of more popular topic.

As all of you can probably tell, walking around cam-

pus this weekend, Spring Fair is upon us. This of course,

means that a much larger portion of the world than nor-

mal is reading my quiz, and this is my one opportunity

to become the world-famous celebrity my girlfriend tries

to convince me I am. So please, all of you coming to

Spring Fair, welcome to our campus, please don't trash

it.
This week's quiz, calculated for maximum hippitude,

is the somewhat sequel to my all-time most popular

'One-Hit Wonder' quiz, except shifted back a decade

or two to make you call home and ask your father what

the answers are. Plus, groups may have had other hits.

But other than that. . . same quiz.

So, daddy-o, get those fab en ies to the drive-in by

the submarine races on Wednesday and win yourself ten

samoles worth of banana splits and vanilla cokes and

a case full of ginchy brew. Aces!

All answers must be the group that performed the song

before 1969 and in case of two groups charting a record,

the group that placed highest counts.

1. The Boy From New York City

2. Willie And The Hand Jive

3. Come Go With Me
4. Love Potion Number Nine

5. Unchained Melody
6. Party Doll
7. Tequila
8. The Theme From "A Summer Place"

9. Please Mr. Postman
10. Young Love
11. Bobby's Girl
12. He's A Rebel
13. Personality
14. Lonely Teardrops
15. Charlie Brown
16. Silhouettes
17. Wonderful World
18. Walking In The Rain
19. Cathy's Clo
20. Turn Me Lc
21. Rockin' Pneumonia and the Boogie Woogie Flu

22. Johnny Angel
23. Tears on My Pillow
24. Ten Commandments Of Love

25. Short Shorts
26. Sh-Boom
27. Mack the Knife

Exposure Photograph by Ursula McVeigh

28. To Sir With Love
29. April Love
30. The Lion Sleeps Tonight

Bonus: Who was the second most popular artist of the

Fifties? The Sixties?

Results: Well, old business and new business. First, the

winner of the Per Jambeck contest, Joe Apaestegui, can

come by the News-Letter to claim his prize, an original

Per cartoon featuring all of our hero of heroes, Dr.

Hunter S. Thompson. Also, all those awaiting the

answers to the Brady quiz, well, the QuizScab gave me

the results, but not the answers, so wait in suspense for

the day they're run. The winner of it, however, was

Richard 'Sam The Butcher Always Knocks Twice'

Wang, who can come claim his Brady prize, along with

last week's quiz winner, Ed 'What's Not On First-

What's On Second' Kerekes who was, coincidental-

ly, the only entry. Last week's answers were: 1) New

York, 2) Bulls, 3) Boston, 4) Virg:ilia, 5) Dodgers, 6)

New York, 7) Barton, 8) Grays, 9) Washington, 10)

Browns, 11) Giants, 12) New York, 13) Atlantics, 14)

Ohio Clippers, Georgia Indians, 15) Fillings, 16)

Washington, 17) Yakult Japan, 18) Chicago, Altoona,

Boston, Kansas City, 19) Cincinatti, 20) New York.

Bonus: The Giants refused to play the Pilgrims.

L`d G1-711 (
Michael Walzer of Princeton's Institute
for Advanced Study will speak on

"Justice and the Gulf War" on Monday,
April 22 from 3-5 in the Arellano
Theater (Levering Hall).

Join the international community in
Hopkins for lunch. Every Wednesday in

Conference Room A in Levering at 12
noon you can meet with graduate

students from other countries. Bring a

bag lunch. These meetings are sponsored
by the program for effective teaching in
English. Call x5122 for details.

Support Group now forming for students

dealing with the death or terminal illness
of someone close to them. Meeting will

be on Monday, at 7:00 pm in Gilman 42.

For more information call Sharon Fine

at 889-0580.

Hey, interested in SONY bagains,

sailboats and condominiums? Then come

join the Four Asian Guys Club, form-
ing soon at policeman's hall. Nobody

came last time. Don't worry if you can't
hurdle, play pool, basketball or tennis.

Just get involved! We need you! We need
hook! Eye catcha'!!

Are you an I.R., a Political Science ma-

jor or just interested in current world af-

fairs. The Johns Hopkins International

Studies Student Forum is being revived!

Come to the organizational meeting on

Tues. April 23 at 8:00 pm (AMRI-
Multipurpose Room). The Forum will

plan on symposiums, debates, prominent

guest speakers, and trips! Can't make the

meeting/questions/or want to help: call

Tim at 338-5963! See you there.

April 24 Wednesday Noon Series:

"The Middle East: Imposition of An Old
Order or Creation of A New Order?"

With Ashraf Ghani, associate professor,

Anthropology, Johns Hopkins Universi-

ty. Garrett Room, Eisenhower Library,

Homewood Campus, 12 noon. Free.

Presented by the Office of Special

Events. Info 338-7157.

The Catholic Community will be hosting

a dinner for the priests who helped us last

year. The dinner will be held at Newman

House, 2941 N. Charles St., on Wednes-

day, May 1 at 7 pm. All are invited, so
join us in thanking them for all that they

did. For more information call 243-7066.

Come join the Four Jewish Guys Club

this Sunday. If you are interested in

becoming a first-rate JAP, bring $45 to

the meeting.

Li

Hey all you BME's! There will be an im-

portant BME Society meeting next week

Tuesday, April 23, at 6:30 pm in the

BME office (144 NEB). We will be

holding elections, discussing our Spring

picnic, and plans for the few weeks left

in this semester. Get involved! Run for

office and MAKE A DIFFERENCE.

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance will

meet this Monday in Conference Room

A at 7:30 pm. We'll be talking about the

future and have elections. All kinds of

parties and social events are coming up

so come join us. Anyone is welcome to

join us at our meetings or on Thursdays

at noon for lunch together in Conf. Rm.

A.

Come to the Homewood Discussion

Group this Tuesday at 7:30 pm in the

Garrett Room of the MSE Library and

be part of the frolic of tongues that love

to talk about all things pertinent to the

lesbian/gay community.

Attention: Anyone interested in Public

health, health issues, etc. . .the first

meeting of the Public Health Discussion

Group will be on Tuesday, April 23rd

at 7:30 pm in Krieger 307. Pre-Meds,

Pre-Nursing . . . anyone who cares about

the health of the public is welcome!

Charlotte Kaufman will speak!

Refreshments!

ATTENTION: Junior Prelaw Students

and Sophomore Prelaw Students who are

going abroad. There will be an informa-

tional meeting with Mary Catherine

Savage, Prelaw Advisor, on Monday,

April 22 at 3:00 pm in 300 Shaffer Hall.

The William F. Rienhoff, Jr. Lec-

tureship 1991, "Immunologic Impair-

ment Associated with Major Injury," by

John A. Mannick, M.D., Moseley Pro-

fessor of Surgery, Harvard University,

and Surgeon-in-Chief, Brigham and

Women's Hospital. Friday, May 3,

1991, 4:00 pm, Hurd Hall, The Johns

Hopkins Hospital.

CAMPUS NOTES POLICY

The deadline for submissions is

Wednesday at 5:00 p.m. for the upcom-

ing Friday issue. All entries must be 50

words or fewer. Entries will not be ac-

cepted over the phone. Whenever possi-

ble, please type or print neatly. Since

space is limited, the News-Letter cannot

guarantee that all notes in any given issue

will be printed.
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